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Chapter 3

Technical Potential for Improving the
Energy Efficiency of Buildings in Cities

INTRODUCTION

The building stock of U.S. cities is inherited
from eras of energy use that were very different
from the one that the country faces over the
next two decades. Some buildings date from the
mid-19th century when the only building fuel
was firewood and the average home consumed
17 cords per year.1 Many buildings still have old
coal furnaces in their basements, later con-
verted to burn oil. The shiny glass office
buildings of the 1960’s and early 1970’s were
built in the expectation of cheap electricity get-
ting cheaper.

How well are these buildings likely to survive
as energy prices continue to increase in
response to the increasing scarcity of oil and
gas? TO be sure, those who work and live in
old buildings will have the option of using them
the way their ancestors did with closed off
rooms and lowered temperatures in the winter,
windows open, shirtsleeves, and long cool
drinks in the summer.

To what extent, however, can the buildings
themselves be made more energy efficient in
response to higher prices? What specific
changes can be made to walls, windows, and
heating equipment of different kinds of city
buildings to make them more efficient? At what
cost compared to savings in energy? With what
degree of uncertainty? Are there types of build-
ings that will never be even moderately frugal in
their energy use and so will be prime candidates
for abandonment if their energy costs become
the dominant expense?

To answer these questions OTA conducted a
systematic survey of physical changes that could
be made to different kinds of buildings to im-
prove their energy efficiency. For convenience,

1 Energy In the Amw/can  Economy, 1850- 1975: An Economic
Study of Ifs HJsfory  and Prospecb,  Sam H. Schurr  and Bruce Net-
scherf, with Vera F. Eliasberg, Joseph Lerner,  Hans H. Landsberg,
Resources for the Future, Inc., 1977, p. 49.

these will be called energy retrofits in this re-
port. The analysis used methods of calculation
of costs and savings that are somewhat more so-
phisticated than those of many energy auditors
(see box A) but are generally simpler than
calculation methods used in some elaborate
computer programs. For some retrofits and
some building types there have been individual

Box A.-The Energy Auditor's Work

The energy auditor’s work has two compo-
nents: a theoretical component and a site-spe-
cific component. In the theoretical compo-
nent, the auditor takes a small number of facts
about a building’s walls, windows, roof, light-
ing, and mechanical systems and applies a
series of formulas to estimate the amount of
energy savings that might result from each of
serveral retrofit measures. He estimates the
cost of the components, also based on stand-
ard cost information.

The auditor subsequently, or simultaneous-
ly, inspects the building and discusses it with its
owner in order to take into account several ad-
ditional factors which are peculiar to the build-
ing and the owner’s plans for it. The auditor, in
this site-specific component will:

●

☛

●

●

make a precise assessment of the efficien-
cy of the current mechanical system com-
ponents;
identify any peculiar features of the
building that waste energy, such as cracks
around vents that release heat to the out-
side;
identify any peculiar local variations in the
cost of labor or materials; and
take into account the owner’s plans for
renovating or repairing such features as
the roof or mechanical systems that would
be affected by a retrofit.

41



42 Ž Energy Efficiency of Buildings in Cities

studies that provide more detail than the com-
prehensive survey of retrofits described in this
chapter, but these do not provide ways to comp-
are retrofits across building types. Where ap-
plicable these studies are referenced or de-
scribed i n the text and in footnotes. z

The data on actual retrofits are skimpy and do
not permit any conclusions comparing savings
from one category of retrofits to another or
comparing one building type to another. These
data are reported on later in the chapter.

The data on the nature of the building stock
are also skimpy. Although much is known about
the location, size, structure, and heating sys-
tems of the housing stock and the rate of new
construction and demolition, until this year vir-
tually nothing was known about the commer-
cial building stock. Now, thanks to a survey of
nonresidential (mostly commercial but a few in-
dustrial) buildings* something is known about
the size, use, and heating and cooling systems
of commercial buildings but still very little about
their location (in central cities, suburbs, or rural
areas) or the rate at which they are being con-
structed or demolished. This chapter, where
possible, relates data on characteristics of the
building stock, which are expected to affect its
retrofit potential.

On the average, retrofits to existing buildings
of most types are practical, feasible, and have
a low capital cost compared to savings. At the
same time, however, there is a large margin of
uncertainty and risk about the savings achiev-
able in a particular building. This is due both to
the early stage of development and use of retro-

2Some examples of computer programs to assess retrofits in-
clude DOE-2 (formerly Department of Energy), E CUBE (Southern
California Gas Co. ) and BLDSIM  (Honeywell). For more informa-
tion see article and bibliography T. Kusuda “Comparison of Ener-
gy Calculation Procedures, ” ASHRAE journal, August 1981. Two
notable studies of the retrofit potential of different categories of
buildings are: 1 ) A Stud}, O( Energ}  Gonser\a[lf)n in Rental  /fou\-
Ing, prepared by Ritter,  Suppes, Plantz,  Architects, Ltd. for the
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency, January 1979; and 2) Energ},
Cc)rrw’rva(lon In Exktirrg  off~ce  BuI/ding\, Syska and Hennessy and
Tishman  Research for the U.S. Department of Energy, New York,
June 1977.

* Published by the Energy Information Administration of the
Department of Energy in April 1981.

fits to buildings, and to some inherent lack of
predictability for a technology applied in hun-
dreds of thousands of buildings each with its
own special characteristics. The chapter is orga-
nized to present the information to demonstrate
these two overall conclusions. The first part of
the chapter is devoted to the theoretical differ-
ences among buildings that systematically influ-
ence their retrofit potential. The second part of
the chapter describes the reasons why energy
savings for a particular building may be unpre-
dictable.

The chapter also discusses key differences
among the retrofit potential of building types
that should be taken into account in designing a
focused public or private retrofit program.
Three of the critical differences are:

1. Which aspects of the buildings type are most
susceptible to retrofit?—The retrofit busi-
ness is still fragmented. Different businesses
specialize in insulation, storm windows,
improvements to the mechanical system,
improvements to the hot water system, and
improvements to the Iighting systems. A de-
signer of a retrofit program should know
which businesses should be dealing with
which building types.

2. Is the building type capable on average of
substantial/ reductions in energy use? —This
helps determine possible targets of retrofit
programs. All programs, public or private,
can benefit from early success and satisfied
customers. Aiming a retrofit program first at
those building types that are most likely to
be capable of substantial reductions in en-
ergy use is one way to build the credibility
of retrofits,

3. Can a large fraction” of the potential energy

savings of the building type be achieved
with retrofits of low capital cost relative to
savings ?—For building types with a retrofit
potential with this characteristic, financial
assistance with the retrofit should not be as
necessary as for building types with a large
fraction of potential savings likely to come
from retrofits of moderate capital cost rela-
tive to savings or a large fraction of retrofits
with high capital cost relative to savings.
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A FEW CHARACTERISTICS OF BUILDINGS
INFLUENCE THEIR RETROFIT POTENTIAL

The variety of city buildings may seem in-
finite: from the small brick rowhouses of
Baltimore and wooden Victorians of San Fran-
cisco to the towering offices of downtown
Atlanta. To the trained eye of the energy
auditor, however, there are only a few impor-
tant characteristics of a city building that will
determine the kinds of energy retrofit measures
that should increase that building’s energy effi-
ciency. Three of these characteristics are usually
visible from the outside of the building: size,
walI and roof type, and building purpose (resi-
dential or commercial). A fourth, equally impor-
tant but invisible to the outside, is mechanical
system type. Each of these characteristics will af-
fect the list of retrofit options as follows:

Size. –Energy retrofits that improve the tight-
ness of the building envelope are more impor-
tant for small buildings than for large buildings.
Wall insulation, roof insulation, and window
treatments such as storm windows save more
energy for small buildings than large ones
because in small buildings there is more outside
surface through which heat and cooling can
escape compared to the useful floor area of the
building. On the other hand, certain kinds of
retrofits to central heating and cooling systems
or domestic hot water systems are less expen-
sive for the same savings in large buildings than
in small because of economies of scale in equip-
ment size.

wall and roof type. –Masonry or clad walls
(steel frame with brick, concrete, steel, or glass
veneer) and flat roofs without attics or with very
small crawl spaces are much more expensive to
insulate than are wood frame walls and roofs
with attics and ample crawl spaces. Many build-
ings characteristic of cities—cinderblock bunga-
lows, brick rowhouses, large clad-wall apart-
ment buildings, or stone or brick commercial
strip buildings-cannot improve the energy effi-
ciency of their structures through insulation ex-
cept at great expense.

Mechanical system (HVAC) type. –Physical
changes to the way space heating and cooling is

produced and circulated can provide significant
increases in building efficiency but vary with the
type of heating, ventilation, and air-condition-
ing (HVAC) system used by the building. Air sys-
tems that circulate centrally heated and cooled
air in various ways provide many opportunities
for improved efficiency. Decentralized systems,
on the other hand, use individual space heaters
and air-conditioning units and generally have
improved efficiency only by replacing the indi-
vidual units at considerable expense. Mixed
water-based systems, typical of older buildings
that heat with circulating hot water and steam
through radiators but cool with window air-con-
ditioners, can be retrofit in the central system
but share with decentralized systems the prob-
lems of retrofitting the air-conditioners. Finally
complex reheat systems, typical of newer com-
mercial buildings can have their efficiency
greatly improved by changing from a very
energy inefficient “reheat” way of maintaining
constant temperature to a more efficient one.

Building purpose.–Most commercial build-
ings are used from 9 to 5 (offices) or 9 to 9 (shop-
ping centers) and are empty outside these
hours. This provides opportunities for improved
energy efficiency by careful control of tem-
perature and lighting between operating and
nonoperating hours. Greater ventilation re-
quirements and cooling loads in commercial
buildings permit energy savings from careful use
of outside air and opportunities also exist for
more efficient and task-specific Iighting in com-
mercial buildings. Multifamily buildings on the
other hand use a lot of hot water; retrofits to the
hot water system can usually save energy. Since
muItifamily buiIdings must be comfortable tem-
peratures at night, there are significant oppor-
tunities for preventing heat loss through win-
dows at night.

The age of a building was not added to this set
of four critical characteristics because by itself it
does not directly influence the list of retrofits
that is appropriate to the building. The age of a
building is, rather, an indicator of the other
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characteristics of the building which will direct- An older building is also somewhat more likely
Iy affect its retrofit potential. Older buildings are to have inefficient heating systems and poorly
more likely to have solid masonry walls and fitting window frames subject to infiltration.
central water or steam heating systems. Rather However, old buildings may also be carefully
than central air-conditioning they are likely to maintained, and equipped with upgraded heat-
have window air-conditioners, or none at all. ing equipment and newly fitted windows,

AN OVERVIEW OF THE RETROFIT POTENTIAL
OF DIFFERENT

There is a List of Practical Retrofit Options
for Each Distinctive Building Type. Most ener-
gy auditors prepare their work in the form of a
list of retrofit options that show the cost of each
option, estimated savings, and expected pay-
back. Although retrofit lists were initially con-
structed for over 40 combinations of the four
building characteristics described above, it was
found that 13 sets of building characteristics (see
table 11) were enough to explain most of the
the variation among the retrofit lists. Some sam-
ple lists for some building types are presented
later in the chapter (tables 15, 16, 17, and 19).

BUILDING TYPES

The retrofit lists were constructed from a total
list of almost 40 retrofits. The 13 distinct build-
ing types consist of:

●

●

●

●

three types of small framehouses of one to
four dwelling units (distinguished by their
mechanical systems);
three types of small masonry rowhouses
also distinguished by their mechanical sys-
tems;
three types of moderate or large multifam-
ily buildings; and
four types of moderate or large commercial
buildings.

Table 11 .—Thirteen Types of Buildings With Significantly Different Retrofit Options

More energy
savings from

Low Moderate
capital capital

cost cost
Building type and Mechanical retrofit retrofit
wall type system type package a package a

Small house with frame
walls (single family or 2-4 units) Central air system x .

Same Central water systemb x —
Same Decentralized system x —

Small rowhouse with masonry
walls (single family or 2-4 units) Central air system — x

Same Central water system — x
Same Decentralized system — x

Moderate or large multifamily
building (masonry or clad walls) Central air system x —

Same Central water system x —
Same Decentralized system — x

Moderate or large commercial
building (masonry or clad walls Central air system x .

Same Central water — x
Same Complex reheat system x —
Same Decentralized system x —

asee app, E at the end of the report for details on retrofit packages for the different building tYPeS.
bOTA’s  assumption is that this building type has a central water system and window air-conditioners.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.
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A complete listing of the full set of building
types and of the full list of retrofits analyzed can
be found at the end of the chapter in appen-
dixes 3A and 3B.

For Almost All of the 13 Building Types the
Retrofit Lists Contain Predominantly Retrofit
Options of Low Capital Cost Compared to Sav-
ings. OTA classified retrofits on each list into
low, moderate, and high capital cost compared
to savings. To accommodate several common
methods used by energy and housing analysts
to express cost effectiveness, OTA has translated
its definition of low capital cost compared to
savings into three other ways of expressing cost
effectiveness (see box B). The retrofit options of
low capital cost on the retrofit lists are those that
cost less than $14 for each annual million Btu
that they save, which are expected to pay back
in less than 2 years, earn an annual real return
of at least 50 percent per year for 20 years, and
cost less than $3.50 per million Btu saved at a
capital recovery rate of 25 percent. Any way
that one looks at their cost effectiveness, such
retrofits are very good investments and are not
likely to pose serious financing problems.

The sample retrofit lists for each of the 13
building types are shown in appendix A at the
end of this report. A number of very powerful
low-cost retrofits are responsible for a large
share of the low-cost energy savings on each
list: roof insulation for small buildings, wall in-
sulation for frame buildings, reduction of ven-
tilation and economizer cycles for commercial
buildings with air systems, conversion from in-
candescent to hybrid fluorescent lamps in those
commercial buildings still equipped with in-
candescent lights, and flow controllers and hot
water system insuIation in multifamily buiIdings.

All of the retrofit lists have on them substantial
numbers of retrofits of moderate capital cost
compared to savings. Such retrofits pose more
serious financing difficulties for buiIding owners
no matter how the capital cost is expressed.
Using OTA’s definition and three other ways of
expressing capital cost (see box B) moderate
capital cost retrofits cost between $14 and $49
for each annual million Btu saved and would
pay back in 2 to 7 years. They would earn more

than 13 percent but less than 50 percent in an-
nual real return per year over 20 years. If
annualized at a capital recovery rate of 25 per-
cent (corresponding to a 5-year loan at the fairly
low interest rate of 10 percent) these retrofits
would cost between $3.50 and $12,75 per an-
nual million Btu saved. Some retrofits of moder-
ate capital cost compared to savings include:
storm windows for small buildings, shading
devices for commercial buildings, and window
insulation at night for multifamily buildings.

There are also a few retrofits with high capital
cost compared to savings on each list but they
are only important for a few building types.
High capital cost retrofits pose very serious
financing problems. They are not expected to
payback for 7 to 15 years and are expected to
earn less than 13 percent per year real return on
investment. An outstanding example of a high
capital cost retrofit that achieves substantial
energy savings is wall insulation for masonry-
walled buildings.

When Individual Retrofit Options Are Com-
bined Into Retrofit packages, the Cumulative
Savings is Significantly Less Than the Sum of
the Savings From Individual Retrofits. Many of
the low and moderate capital cost retrofits
(which are the first that any cost-minded build-
ing owner is likely to install) reduce the poten-
tial for savings for some or all retrofits installed
later. For example, storm windows reduce the
amount of heat that escapes from windows. Sav-
ings from nighttime insulating window shades
will be greater if installed on windows without
storm windows than on those already equipped
with storm windows.

For this reason savings from individual retro-
fits on the retrofit option lists cannot be added
together. The energy savings produced when
these retrofits are combined into packages is sig-
nificantly less than the sum of what savings each
would be expected to produce by itself. Be-
cause of the dozens of ways in which individual
retrofits can be combined, each of which will
produce a separate estimate of cumulative sav-
ings, most auditors generally calculate com-
bined savings for one or a few retrofit packages.



Simple payback
OTA’s method assuming 

Total
cost of retro - Value of

Capital cost
Value of

fit per annual energy savings energy savings
compared million Btu = $7 per = $4.50 per
to savings saved a million Btu million Btu

Low $ 7.00 1 Yr. 1 ½ Yrs.
capital cost $ 1400 2 Yrs. 3 Yrs.

Moderate $ 2100 3 Yrs. 4 ½ Yrs.

capital cost $ 35.00 5 Yrs. 8 Yrs.
$ 49.00 7 Yrs. 11 Yrs.

High $ 70.00 10 Yrs. 15½ Yrs.
capital cost $10500 15 Yrs. 23 Yrs.

Real return on
OTA's method Investment assuming.

Total
cost of retro- Measure Measure

Capital cost fit per annual l i fe t ime = l i fe t ime =
compared million Btu 5 years 20 years
to savings saved d (annual percent)

Low $ 7.00 97% 100!%0
capital cost $ 14.00 41% 50%

Moderate $ 21.00 20% 33%
capital cost $ 35.00 0 1 9 %

$ 49 .00 Loss 1 3%

High $ 7000 Loss 8 %

capital cost $10500 Loss 3 %

Cost of conserved
OTA’s method energy assuming

Total
cost of retro- Capital

Capital cost
Capital

fit per annual recovery recovery
compared million Btu rate of 067 rate of O 25
to savlngs saved d ($ per million Btu)

Low $ 700 $0.47 $ 175
capita 1 cost $ 1400 0 9 4 350

Moderate $ 21.00 141 515
capital cost $ 35.00 2.35 8.75

$ 49.00 328 1225

High $ 70.00 4 7 0 1750
capital cost $10500 704 2625

 ,

tikassuntia#e& @u &&trf&”savings  & mu@)lti@r  2.46, ~tima@@&?tW&em#- tikastpertilion  m ~fbatatt?  pergallti (S7pef  milfion  6tu)
and ekcwkny at SfLOs  pm kWh W per million atu).
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To illustrate the difference between lists of
retrofit options and retrofit packages, the sav-
ings from packages of retrofits for each of the 13
distinct building types is calculated. These are
shown in appendix B at the end of this report.

For Five of the Building Types the Bulk of
Potential Savings is Likely to Come From Retro-
fits of Moderate Cost Compared to Savings.
The owners of such buildings must cope with
the difficulties of financing retrofits in order to
achieve substantial savings. These building
types and the estimate of potential savings from
moderate cost retrofits are (see also table 11):

●

●

●

●

●

masonry rowhouse with air system (30
cent),
masonry rowhouse with water system
window air-conditioners (55 percent),
masonry rowhouse with decentralized
tern (70 percent),
large commercial building with water
tern and window air-conditioners (50
cent), and

per-

and

sys-

sys-
per-

Iarge multifamily building with decentral-
ized system (50 percent).

Only a Few Building Types Are Expected to
Have Substantial Savings From Retrofits of
High Capital Cost Compared to Savings. For
most of the 13 building types a high-cost retrofit
package would contribute less than 20 percent
of the total savings. This is fortunate because, as
box B makes clear, the payback on a high-cost
retrofit is very slow.

However, for three building types a high-cost
retrofit package compared to savings would be
expected to contribute more than 20 percent of

the total potential energy savings. These three
building types and the expected contribution of
high capital cost retrofits are:

●

●

●

small masonry rowhouse with an air system
(high-cost retrofits would contribute 40 per-
cent of the total);
small masonry rowhouse with a water or
steam system (high-cost retrofits would
contribute 25 percent of the total); and
multifamily building with an air system
(high-cost retrofits would contribute 30 per-
cent of the total).

For all these building types wall insulation is the
most important element of the high capital cost
retrofit package. It costs a lot but also saves a lot.
For these buildings, public or private programs
to facilitate the long- term financing of high-cost
measures would help to realize the substantial
savings available from high-cost retrofits. For the
other 10 building types analyzed, high capital
cost measures would contribute little enough
that they can be ignored if financing is not easily
avai I able.

The Total Savings Potential of Large Build-
ings Appears To Be Greater Than That of Small
Buildings. According to OTA’s analysis of total
savings potential from retrofit packages, multi-
family and commercial buildings have the po-
tential to save .50 to 60 percent of their initial
energy use while smaller framehouses and row-
houses have the potential to save 30 to 40 per-
cent. For those commercial buildings still heav-
ily dependent on incandescent lights, the sav-
ings potential from retrofit packages that in-
clude a shift to more efficient fluorescent lights
may go as high as 70 percent of initial energy
use.

BUILDING STOCK OF CITIES

What then are the prospects for improved en- ry rowhouses, moderate to large multifamily
ergy efficiency in the building stock of U.S. buildings, and moderate to large commercial
cities? Each of the sections that follows de- buildings. A few additional types of buildings,
scribes the nature and general retrofit potential e.g., freestanding masonry houses and very
of one of the four major categories of the city small commercial buildings, are also dealt with
building stock: small framehouses, small mason- briefly.
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The four categories of buildings include all 13
building types shown in table 11. Each of the
four structural types (e.g., small framehouse) is
further subdivided into mechanical system
types because it is the mechanical system types
which, especially in larger buildings, influence
the retrofit potential of the building,

Small Wood Framehouses

Contrary to common perceptions about
cities, the most typical building in a U.S. central
city is the small wood framehouse. More than
16 million (see table 12) of the 25 million hous-
ing units in U.S. central cities are single-family
detached houses (about 11 million) or are in
buildings of two to four apartments (about 5 mil-
lion). of these, it is estimated that a very large
majority (80 to 90 percent) are buildings of
wood frame construction, although there is no
precise breakdown of the housing stock be-
tween wood frame and solid masonry. In four
out of five of the case study cities visited—Buf-
falo, N. Y.; Des Moines, lowa; Tampa, Fla., and
San Antonio, Tex.–the basic housing stock is of
wood. only in a fifth case study, Jersey City,
N. J., is masonry construction important, Half of
the dwelling units in Buffalo’s wooden houses
are found in buildings of two to four apart-
ments.

OTA found that the lists of retrofits applicable
to such buildings is influenced by their small
size (arbitrariIy defined at less than 4,000 ft2) and
wall construction. From an energy auditor’s
point of view the important characteristic of this

type of housing is that the wood studs of the
building frame provide a cavity into which wall
insulation can be blown. Since the wood frame
can be used to support a variety of wall types
the external appearance of a wood framehouse
may vary. The outer wall is most commonly of
wood siding but it may also be of brick or stone
veneer, or concrete blocks with and without
stucco finish—a housing structure common in
the South and southwest regions of the country.

The lists of retrofits most effective for such
buildings are also influenced by their type of
heating and cooling system. Retrofits for small
wood framehouses with central air heating and
cooling wilI differ from those with central water
or steam heat and window air-conditioners and
also differ from those with decentralized heating
and cooling systems (electric baseboard heaters,
heat pumps, gas heaters, wood stoves, or fire-
places), The likelihood of finding different types
of heating and cooling systems i n different types
of housing is shown in figures 10, 11, and 12.
Warm air heating systems are more common in
owner-occupied housing (mostly single-family
detached) and in regions outside the Northeast.
Water and steam systems provide the heat in
more than two-thirds of the housing units of the
Northeast. Room air-conditioning units are still
the dominant form of cooling except in the
South. More than half of all the housing units in
the Northeast and West have no air-condition-
ing at all.

OTA’s list of typical retrofits for wood frame-
houses assumes that the retrofits are applied to

Table 12.—Types of Housing Found in Central Cities

Central city housing stock U.S. housing stock

Number of units Percent of Number of units Percent of
Type (millions) total (millions) total

Single-family
detached. . . . . . . . . . . 10.9 43 ”/0 52.4 630/o

Single-family
attached . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 6 3.1 4

2-4 unit buildings . . . . . . 5.3 21 10.8 13
Buildings with five or

more units . . . . . . . . . 7.2 29 12.9 16
Mobile homes. . . . . . . . . 0.2 1 3.7 4

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.2 100% 82.8 100 ”/0

NOTE: Details  may not add to total due to rounding.

SOURCE: HUD, ,4rtrrua/ Hou.wrrg Survey, 1978,
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Photo credits: OTA staff

More than half of the housing stock of U.S. central cities are small detached framehouses. These come in many
forms: bungalows (as in Tampa, Fla., upper left), triple-deckers (as in Waterbury, Corm., lower left), set close
together (as in San Francisco, Calif., upper right) or set well apart (as in Des Moines, Iowa, lower right). Lists of

retrofit options will be similar for framehouses with similar heating and cooling systems

an uninsulated house. While more than half of
the housing stock as a whole has wall insulation
(50 percent), roof insulation (59 percent), and
all windows covered with storm windows (41
percent), there is reason to believe that the
older central city building stock is less well-
insulated than the building stock as a whole.
Two-thirds of the buildings with two to four
units, which comprise about one-third of the
Central city building stock, either don’t have
wall or roof insulation or don’t know if they
have (see tables 13 and 14).

A sample retrofit list for one type of small
framehouse is shown in table 15. This type has a

central water (or steam) system for supplying
heat and window air-conditioners for cooling.
The most powerful retrofits on this list would in-
crease the efficiency of the building envelope.
These are roof and wall insulation and storm
windows. Retrofits to the mechanical system are
also powerful—setback thermostat, stack heat
reclaimer, vent damper, etc.

Sample retrofit lists for two other types of
small framehouses—with central air system and
with decentralized heating and cooling—can be
found in appendix A at the end of this report.
Envelope retrofits are also the most powerful
retrofits on these two lists. I n addition, the
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Figure 10.— Heating Systems Found in Owner-
and Renter-Occupied Housing Stock in

U.S. Central Cities

Owner- Renter-
occupied occupied

SOURCE: Energy Information Administration, C/raracter/st/cs of Me Housing
Stock and Households: Preliminary Findings From the National in-
terim  Energy Consumption Survey, October 1979.

Figure 11.— Heating Systems in Central
Housing Stock by Region

Northeast North Central South

Cities

West

SOURCE: Energy Information Administration, Characteristics o/ the Housing
Stock and Households: Preliminary Findings From the National lrr-
terim  Energy Consumption Survey, October 1979.

SOURCE: Energy Information Administration, Characteristics of the  Housing
Stock and Households: Preliminary Findings From the National hr-
terim  Energy Consumption Survey, October 1979.

Table 13.–Housing Stock With and Without Wall
Insulation and Roof Insulation (in percent)

Yes No Don’t know
Building has wall insulation

All housing units 1-4 units . . . . . . . . . 50°/0 270/. 22 ”/0
Single-family detached. . . . . . . . . . . . 54 17
Single-family attached . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 28
Buildings with 2-4 units . . . . . . . . . . . 28 27 44

Building has roof insulation
Ail housing units 1-4 units . . . . . . . . . 69 19 12
Single family detached. ., . . . . . . . . . 77 17 6
Single family attached . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 26 21
Buildings with 2-4 units . . . . . . . . . . . 35 29 36

SOURCE: EIA Survey of Residential Energy Consumption, February 1980.

Table 14.—Housing Stock With and Without
Storm Windows (in percent)

All Some No
windows windows windows
covered covered covered

● All housing units
1-4 units. ., . . . . . . . . . . 41 % 20 ”/0 39 ”/0

Ž Single-family
detached . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 22 37

● Single-famiIy
attached . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 11 34

● Buildings with
2-4 units. . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 18 43

SOURCE: EIA Survey of Residential Energy Comsumption, February 1980,

I
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Table 15.—Small Framehouse:a Sample List of Retrofit Options

Total Capital cost per
retrofit Total energy annual million

cost savings b Btu saved
Retrofit Category (dollars) (million Btu) (dollars)

Low capital cost
Roof insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 565 40 Low (13)
Wall insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 650 110 L O W  ( 6 )
Weatherstripping . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 110 9 Low (12)
Setback thermostats . . . . . . . Mechanical 135 25 Low ( 6 )
Modulating aquastat . . . . . . . Mechanical 250 25 Low (10)
Hot water flow controls . . . . . Hot water 20 15 Low ( 1)
Insulate hot water storage. . . Hot water 30 7 Low ( 4)

Moderate capital cost
Storm windows . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 990 40 Moderate (25)
Vent damper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 225 10 Moderate (25)
Replace burner . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 880 20 Moderate (46)
Stack heat reclaimer . . . . . . . Mechanical 875 25 Moderate (36)
Replace room air-

conditioners . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 890 55 Moderate (16)
Hot water vent damper. . . . . . Hot water 150 6 Moderate (25)

High capital cost
Window insulation . . . . . . . . . Envelope 910 15 High (61)

NOTE: Savings should not be added. See app. B for estimates of cumulative savings.

a2 OOCI ftz bulldlng With frame  walls  and central water or steam system with  window  alr-condttloners  lfl the St LOUIs Cllmate.
b~lectrlclty savlngs are multiplied by a factor  of 246 to ref Iect the difference between the cost Of fuel  (oil) at $7 Per mllllon Btu

and the cost of electricity at $17 per mllhon  Btu for electrlcltY  priced  at $0.06 Per kwh

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment

retrofit list for the building with the air system
has several retrofits suitable only to an air sys-
tem (and does not include retrofits suitable to
water systems). Because all retrofits to the house
with decentralized (electric) heating and cool-
ing save expensive electricity, they are each
more cost effective than comparable retrofits to
the other two types of small framehouses.

Because of specific assumptions used in com-
piling the list of retrofits for the three types, two
important additional types of small framehouse
are not directly covered in the above lists of
retrofits. One type is the partially i n su la ted
wood framehouse. For most such houses it is
probable that more roof insulation can be
added and possible that more wall insulation
can be added. In one recent estimate, adding
insulation to a partially insulated roof was calcu-
lated to cost about three times as much for each
annual million Btu saved as adding roof insula-

tion to an uninsulated houses Under these con-
ditions, adding roof insulation is a moderate
capital cost retrofit rather than a low-cost retrofit
compared to savings.

Another type of small framehouse not strictly
covered in the lists of retrofits, is the house with
decentralized heating systems using oil or gas
rather than electricity. These are a large fraction
of the housing units especially in the West and
South (see fig. 11). The list of retrofit options
would be similar to the list for houses with de-
centralized electricity but since saving oil or gas
is worth less money than saving electricity,
fewer retrofits for this type of building would be
of low or moderate capital cost compared to
savings.

‘Solar Energy Research I nstltute  (SERI ), /?eport on Bu/ki Ir?g a 5-ui-
kilnab/e  Future, ~ol. 2, published by the U.S. House of Represent-
atives Committee  on Energy and Commerce, April 1981, p. 96.
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Small Solid Masonry Houses

Only about 1.5 million buildings in U.S. cen-
tral cities are single-family attached houses and
almost half of these are in the central cities of
the Northeast.4 Virtually all rowhouses are
made of solid brick or stone walls to prevent the
spread of fires. A large fraction of the buildings
with two to four housing units are also masonry
attached buildings; such buildings form the bulk
of the building stock in the case study city,
Jersey City, N.J. A much smaller fraction of the
single-family detached houses are also of solid
masonry walls. Brick or stone rowhouses are
typical of the building stock in the Mid-Atlantic
States, in such cities as Philadelphia or Reading,
Pa. Both detached masonry houses and mason-
ry rowhouses can be found i n the older cities of
the Southeast and detached houses of solid cin-
derblock construction are common in the South
and Southwest.

From an energy auditor’s point of view the
main characteristics of these buildings that af-
fect the list of retrofit options available to them
are their small size and the wall construction

‘In the central cities  of the Northeast there are 743,000 attached
houses. Source: HUD AnnuJ/  / lc)uiIng  Sur\q, 1978.

type that has no cavity into which wall insula-
tion can be inserted. Furthermore, rowhouses
often have flat roofs with crawl spaces that are
somewhat harder to insulate than the peak roofs
common in wood framehouses. The lists of ret-
rofits are also influenced by the three types of
heating and cooling systems that were distin-
guished above for small wood framehouses.

A sample list of retrofit options for a small
masonry rowhouse is shown in table 16 for a
building with central air heating and cooling.
Several things are worth noting in this list.
Envelope retrofits are still very powerful but less
cost effective than similar retrofits for frame
buildings. Roof insulation costs substantially
more per annual million Btu saved, although it
still fits within the low capital cost category.
Wall insulation is a high capital cost retrofit for
this type of building. Because of the relative ex-
pense of envelope retrofits, retrofits to the hot
water and mechanical systems for this building
look relatively more attractive.

Retrofit lists for two other types of masonry
rowhouses—one with a water heating system
and window air-conditioners and one with
decentralized heating and cooling–are shown
in appendix A, They are simiIar to the list in

Table 16.—Small Masonry Rowhouse:a Sample List of Retrofit Options

Total Capital cost per
retrofit Total energy annual million
cost savings b Btu saved

Retrofit Category (dollars) (million Btu) (dollars)

Low capital cost
Weatherstripping . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 60 7 Low ( 9)
Roof insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 690 50 Low (13)
Setback thermostats . . . . . . . Mechanical 135 15 Low ( 9)
2-speed fans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 80 15 Low ( 5)
Hot water flow controls . . . . . Hot water 20 15 Low ( 1)
Insulate hot water storage, . . Hot water 30 7 Low ( 4)

Moderate capital cost
Storm windows . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 450 20 Moderate (21)
Vent damper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 225 6 Moderate (38)
Hot water vent damper. . . . . . Hot water 150 6 Moderate (25)

High capital cost
Wall insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 4,700 40 High (1 14)
Window insulation . . . . . . . . . Envelope 420 8 High ( 53)
Insulate ducts . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 810 15 High ( 54)

NOTE: Savings should not be added. See app. B for estimates of cumulative savings.

az 000 ft~ bul Idi ng with frame walls  and central water or steam system with window alr-conditioners in the St. Louis Cllmate.
b~]ectrlclty  Savings are rnultiplled by a factor of 2,46 to reflect the difference between the cost of fuel (011) at $7.(IO per rnllllon

Btu and the cost of electricity at $1700 per mllllon Btu for electricity priced at $0.061kWh,

SOURCE: Off Ice of Technology Assessment.
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Photo credit: OTA staff

Masonry rowhouses can come plain (as in Lancaster, Pa.) (upper left), or fancy (as in Bridgeport, Corm.) (right), and
are typical of the central city housing stock in the middle Atlantic States. One-story detached cinderblock of
masonry houses (such as this one in Gainesville, Fla.) (lower left) are characteristic of cities in the South. Lists of

retrofit options will be similar for small masonry houses with similar heating and cooling systems

table 16 in that wall insulation is very high rather than oil or natural gas. A hot water heat
capital cost and roof insulation costs more per pump is an especially effective retrofit for this
million Btu saved than in frame buildings. The kind of building.
differences among the lists are similar to those These lists of retrofit options for masonry
explained above for the small framehouse. The rowhouses are not precisely applicable to small
list for the building with the water system and detached masonry houses of cinderblock, stone,
window air-conditioners has some retrofits suit- or brick. With four unattached walls instead of
able to that mechanical system type. For the two, the energy demands for heating and cool-
building with decentralized (electric) heating ing detached buildings will be greater. Wall in-
and cooling, hot water retrofits are relatively sulation, however, will still be a very expensive
more cost effective because they save electricity retrofit.
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Moderate= and Large-Size
Multifamily Buildings

Multifamily buildings with more than 10 units
provide slightly less than one-half of all central
city housing in buildings with more than one
family, and less than one fifth of all housing in
U.S. central cities. There are no data on the size
of multifamily buildings. Using data on the size
of the average apartment, it is estimated that
multifamily buildings of 10 to 19 units average
10,000 ft2 and those of more than 50 units aver-
age 44,000 ft2. There appear to be fewer very
large multifamily buildings than commercial
buildings. Buildings with more than 50 units
provide 18 percent of all multifamily central city
housing in the United States as a whole but a
much greater fraction of the multifamily housing
of the Northeast (27 percent) (see fig. 13).

For purposes of developing lists of retrofits,
the important characteristics of multifamily
buildings of this type are their size (arbitrarily
defined as more than 10,000 ft2) and use. Multi-
family buildings compared to commercial build-
ings of the same size require more heating and
cooling at night and use a lot more energy for
hot water. Because of these characteristics, lists
of retrofits for dormitories and hotels will resem-
ble those for multifamily buildings. Lists of retro-
fit options for condominium buildings will be
the same as lists of options for the same building
types occupied by renters.

A third important characteristic is wall type.
Included in this type are multifamily buildings
with so/id masonry walls characteristic of the
older densely settled parts of major cities such
as Chicago and New York and c/ad walls (steel
frame with concrete or brick veneer) character-
istic of many new large high rises in the down-
towns of U.S. cities (as well as the close-in
suburbs).

The type of heating and cooling system is also
important for developing the lists of retrofit op-
tions for multifamily buildings. There are no
complete data on types of heating systems for
larger multifamily buildings. More of them,
however, use electricity for heat (31 percent)
than do smaller buildings, as shown in figure 14.
Data shown earlier (figs. 10 and 11) indicate that

Figure 13.—Small, Medium, and Large Multifamily
Buildings in Central Cities: U.S. Total and Northeast

9.7 million 3.4 million

OTA’s estimate of average square
feet of buildings in group

2 to 4 units 2,500 ft2

5 to 9 units 5,000 ft2

10 to 19 units 10,500 ft2

20 to 49 units 22,500 ft2

More than 50 units 44,500 ft2

SOURCE: Off Ice of Technology Assessment

both rental units in central cities and housing in
the central cities of the Northeast are much
more likely to have a water or steam system.
Since large multifamily buildings are a substan-
tial fraction of both rental units and of Northeast
rental housing it is estimated that at least 20 to
30 percent of large multifamily buildings have
central water or steam heat.

A sample list of retrofit options for a large
multifamily building with decentralized (elec-
tric) heating and cooling is shown in table 17.
Such buildings are characteristic of the most
recently constructed multifamily buildings in
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Figure 14.—Electricity Used for Heat in
Single-Family and Multifamily Buildings

Photo credit. OTA staff

Large multifamily buildings with masonry clad walls (such
as this condominium in Tampa, Fla.) (top), or middle-sized
solid masonry walkups (such as these in Hoboken, N. J.)
(bottom) will have similar lists of retrofit options if they have

similar heating and cooling systems

Single-
family

detached

Single-
family

attached

Building
with 2 to 4

units

B u i l d i n g
with more

than 5 units

Electric heat

U.S. cities partly because they facilitate in-
dividual metering of utilities so that electricity
bills can be paid by apartment tenants rather
than the building’s owner (see the discussion of
tenant-metered buildings in ch. 4). Because all
retrofits save electricity, all savings for this
building have been increased by a multiplier to
reflect the higher cost of electricity. (The multi-
plier has been applied to electricity savings for
other building types as well as is explained in
the footnotes to tables 15, 16, 17, and 19.)

Owners of large buildings think of retrofit
costs in cost per square foot and this list reflects
that convention. Roof insulation for this build-
ing at $0.30/ft 2 would actually cost about
$30,000 for a building of this size (100,000 ft2).
Roof insulation is estimated to save about 7,000
Btu/ft2/year or about 700 million Btu per year.
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Table 17.—Multifamily Building:a Sample List of Retrofit Options

Capital cost per
Total Energy annual million

cost/ft 2 savings/ft 2 Btu saved
Retrofit Category (dollars) (thousand Btu)b (dollars)

Low capital cost
Roof spray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Setback thermostats. . . . . . . .
Flow controls . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insulate hot water storage . . .
Hot water vent damper . . . . . .
Hot water heat pump . . . . . . . .
Hybrid lamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Moderate capital cost
Roof insulation . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weatherstripping , . . . . . . . . . .
Window insulation . . . . . . . . . .
Install heat pumps . . . . . . . . . .
Replace room air-

conditioners . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High capital cost

Wall insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Envelope
Mechanical
Hot water
Hot water
Hot water
Hot water
Lighting

Envelope
Envelope
Envelope
Mechanical

Mechanical

Envelope

0.03 15
0.04 7
0.02 31
0.03 34
0.01 8
0.14 40
0.09 15

0.30 7
0.05 1
0.25 8
1.08 22

0.40 15

2.16 27

Low (3)
Low (6)
Low (0.5)
Low (1)
Low (0.5)
Low (3)
Low (6)

Moderate (41)
Moderate (39)
Moderate (31)
Moderate (50)

Moderate (26)

High (81)
NOTE: Savings should not be added.
aLarge  floo,ooo  ft~)  multlfam  I Iy building with masonry wal Is and decentralized system  [n the S1. Lou Is c1 imate.
bElectrlclty energy  savings are multiplied by 246 to reflect the difference between the cost of fuel (011) at $7.00 per mllllOn

Btu and the cost of electricity at $17.00 per mllllon Btu for electricity at $0.06 /kWh.

SOURCE: Off Ice of Technology Assessment.

At $7 per million Btu that is worth about $4,900
per year.

Because hot water use is intensive in multi-
family buildings and because hot water retrofits
for this type of building save electricity, these
are the most powerful and cost effective retro-
fits–all of low capital cost compared to savings.

Lists of retrofit options for the two other types
of multifamily buildings—one with a water sys-
tem and window air-conditioners and one with
central air heating and cooling—may be found
in appendix A. Hot water retrofits are also im-
portant on these lists but not as powerful be-
cause they do not save expensive electricity.
Retrofits to the mechanical system (as appropri-
ate to either air or water systems) are also very
cost effective,

one category of multifamily house that the
lists of retrofits does not explicitly cover are the
multifamily houses of in-between size (five to
nine units). There are about 1.7 million dwelling
units in these types of buildings in U.S. central
cities. Many are likely to be of wood frame con-
struction; others are likely to be attached ma-
sonry buildings. OTA did not calculate lists of
retrofits for these buildings and it is not known

whether the lists of retrofit options would be
dominated by retrofits to the building envelope
(as with small wood frame and masonry houses)
or would be dominated by retrofits to the hot
water and mechanical systems (as for the large
multifamiIy buildings). Careful analysis and/or
systematic retrofitting of such buildings would
be needed to make the determination.

Moderate and Large Commercial
Buildings

Of the approximately 4 million commercial
buildings in the country as a whole, less than 25
percent are 10,000 ft2 or larger but these con-
tain more than 60 percent of all the commercial
building square footage (see fig. 15). Commer-
cial buildings used for education or lodging
tend to run bigger than the average (see fig. 16)
whiIe buiIdings used for retaiI or services, or
food sales tend to run smaller. Office buildings
follow the size distribution of all commercial
buildings.

The number and relative size of commercial
buildings located in central cities is not known
(see ch. 2). It is possible to speculate that larger
commercial buildings can be found inside cen-
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Lists of retrofit options will be similar for diverse types of moderate- and large-sized commercial buildings with
similar heating and cooling systems, including: large curtain-wall office buildings (such as these in Wilmington,
Del.) (left and top right), middle-sized masonry retail buildings typical of older shopping areas in U.S. cities, or
large commercial buildings converted from solid masonry factories and warehouses (such as this shopping

center converted from a cigar factory in Tampa, Fla.) (bottom right)

tral cities, Most metropolitan areas have a dis-
tinct downtown area of large office buildings,
hotels, retail buildings, and government build-
i rigs. Large buildings are somewhat more com-
mon i n the Northeast which has only 17 percent
of all commercial buildings but almost 30 per-
cent of the buildings of more than 100,000 ft2.
OTA identified one survey of commercial build-
ings i n downtown Baltimore, that showed that
commercial buildings come in all sizes and for
many types of buildings the characteristic size is
small (less than 5,000 ft2) (see table 18).

From the energy auditor’s point of view the
characteristics of commercial buildings that af-
fect the list of retrofit options available to them
are:

1. moderate or large size which diminishes
the importance of measures to improve the
building envelope;

2. commercial use which means the building
uses a lot of energy for lighting and is not
normally occupied at night; and

3. wall type.
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Figure 15.—Square Footage of Commercial Buildings

1,000 1,001 5,001 10,001 25,001 50,001 Over
or to to to to 100,000
Less 5,000 10,000 25,000 50,000 100,000

❑ Percent of total buildings

~ Percent of total square footage

NOTE: Includes about 250,000 industrial buildings out of 4,2 million nonresidential buildings, All the rest
are commercial buildings.

SOURCE: Energy Information Administration, Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption Survey,
Fuel Characteristics and Conservation Practices, June 1981,

Figure 16.—The Relative Sizes of Various Types of Commercial Buildings

I

I

I

t

SOURCE: Energy Information Administration, Survey of Nonresidential Buildings: Building Characteristics, and the Office of Technology Assessment
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Table 18.—The Characteristic Sizes of Commercial
Buildings in Downtown Baltimore

Characteristic size

Total Percent
Categories range (ft2) Range (ft2) in range

Office buildings. . . . . . . . 500-552,200 500-4,000 49
Motels/hotels . . . . . . . . . 1,000-235,000 None —
Theaters. . . . . . . . . . . . . 500- 13,500 None —
Small (general) stores. . . 500- 26,000 500-4,000 85
Department stores . . . . . 500-142,000 None —
Drug stores . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000- 19,500 1,000-3,500
Food stores . . . . . . . . . . 500- 10,000 500,1,500 :
Restaurants . . . . . . . . . . . 500- 14,500 500-4,000 82
Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500- 31,500 500-3,500 61
Personal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500- 8,000 500-2,000 66

SOURCE. Hittman Associates, “Physical Characterlstlcs,  Energy Consump-
tion and Ffelated Inst(tutlonal Factors (n the Comrnerclal sector “ A
report for the Federal Energy Admlnlstration, February 1977, p, 51

Although there are no good data available on
the structure of commercial buildings, it is con-
cluded from observation that there are very few
wood frame commercial buildings of moderate
or large size. Virtually all of the moderate- and

large-size commercial buildings are of solid
masonry wall construction (typical of low-rise at-
tached commercial buildings in older parts of
U.S. cities) or of clad wall construction (steel or
concrete frame with a brick, concrete, steel, or
glass veneer).

For commercial buildings, the lists of retrofits
options are influenced most decisively by the
type of heating and cooling system in the build-
ing. Retrofits options will differ substantially for
commercial buildings with: central air heating
and cooling systems, complex reheat systems,
central water or steam heat with window air-
conditioners, or decentralized heating and cool-
ing systems. The distribution of heating and
cooling systems among commercial buildings
built in different eras is shown in figure 17. Cen-
tral air systems are used in more than half the
commercial buildings built since 1946. Central

Figure 17.— Heating and Air-Conditioning Systems for Commercial Buildingsa

by Year of Construction

Heating  (percent of all buildings)
25 50 75 100

Pre-1945
Air Water/ ~ Other/

(1.6 million) steam none

1946-1970 Air W/S E Other/
(1.9 million) none

Since 1970 Air E Other/
(800,000) none

4

W/S E = Electric baseboard

Air-conditioning  (percent  of all buildings)
25 50 75 100

Pre-1945 Centralb Window None

1946-1970 Central Window None

Since 1970 Central None

t

Window

alncludes  about  250,CKKI  m!xed  commercialhndustr  lal bu{ldlngs
blnclude~  ~u~tom.made  central, package and comblnatlonlother

SOURCE Energy Information Admlnlstratlon, Survey of Nonresldentlal  Bulldlngs Energy Consumpt ion:
Bulldlng  Characterlstlcs,  and the Off Ice of Technology Assessment
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water or steam systems are likely to be found
only in buildings built before 1945 where they
provide heat to 23 percent of the buildings. De-
centralized electric systems are rare among
commercial buildings as a group but can be
found in 4 percent of the buildings built since
1970. The data do not explicitly show complex
reheat systems. It is concluded from discus-
sions with energy auditors that these systems are
used in large commercial buildings built since
1960. Figure 17 also shows that the share of cen-
tral air-conditioning has increased to over so
percent in buildings built since 1970. Window
air-conditioning provides cooling to 25 percent
of the buildings built before 1945 but only 10
percent of the buildings built since 1970.

A sample list of retrofit options for a large
commercial building with a complex reheat
type of mechanical system is shown in table 19.

Compared to the other sample lists this list is a
long one. There are a large number of low capi-
tal cost retrofits to the mechanical system. The
most powerful of these is a conversion from the
energy wasteful terminal reheat form of control-
ling the temperature of a multizone building to
the variable air-volume method. (Both of these
systems are explained in fig. 23, pp. 70-71.) If
this building is still equipped with incandescent
lights, conversion of fluorescent lights is the
most powerful retrofit of all. It saves expensive
electricity both for lighting and for cooling. If
the building is already equipped with fluores-
cent lights, a shift to high-efficiency fluorescent
lights is cost effective but not nearly as powerful
as the shift from incandescent. For commercial
buildings the most effective envelope retrofits
are those which improve the energy efficiency
of the windows. Hot water retrofits are of low
capital cost but are insignificant i n impact.

Table 19.—Large Commercial Building:a Sample List of Retrofit Options

Capital cost
per annual

Total Total million Btu
retrofit cost energy savingsb saved

Retrofit Category (dollars/ft 2) (thousand Btu/ft2) (dollars)

Low capital cost
Roof spray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 0.04 10 Low ( 4)
Replace burner . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 0.05 20 Low ( 2)
Vent damper . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 0.02 8 Low ( 3)
Stack heat reclaimer . . . . . . Mechanical 0.05 28 Low ( 2)
Boiler turbolators . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 0.09 9 Low (10)
Setback thermostats . . . . . . Mechanical 0.04 9 Low (10)
Convert reheat to variable

air volume . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 0.14 45 Low ( 3)
Hot water flow controls . . . . Hot water 0.01 1 Low ( 0.5)
Hot water vent damper. . . . . Hot water 0.01 2 Low ( 1)
Fluorescent hybrid lamps . . Lighting 0.76 132 Low ( 6 )
High-efficiency

fluorescent . . . . . . . . . . . . Lighting 0.13 10 Low (13)
Moderate capital cost

Weatherstripping . . . . . . . . . Envelope 0.06 1 Moderate (44)
Double glazing . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 0.65 13 Moderate (48)
Window insulation . . . . . . . . Envelope 0.38 11 Moderate (36)

. Shading devices . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 0.25 15 Moderate (17)
Insulate ducts . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechanical 0.50 15 Moderate (23)
Insulate hot water storage . Hot water 0.01 1 Moderate (17)

High capital cost
Roof insulation . . . . . . . . . . . Envelope 0.30 4 High (73)
Water-cooled condenser . . . Mechanical 0.32 4 High (86)
Task lighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lighting 0.68 13 High (52)

NOTE: Savings should not be added. See app. B for estimates of cumulative savings.
aloo,ooo  ft~ commercial  building with clad walls and a complex reheat central heating and COOlin!J SySteM  In the St. LOu Is

climate zone.
bElectrlcity energy  savings are multiplied by 246 to reflect the difference between the Cost  Of fuel  (011)  at  $7.00 per tlllllloll

Btu and the cost of electricity at $17.00 per mllllon Btu for electricity at $0.061kWh.

SOURCE: Off Ice of Technology Assessment.
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Three other sample retrofit lists for other types
of commercial buildings—with air systems, with
water systems and window air-conditioners,
and with decentralized heating and cooling
—are shown in appendix A. The retrofit lists for
commercial buildings with air or water systems
also have large numbers of retrofit options to
the mechanical systems although the specific
retrofits differ from system to system. For a com-
mercial building with a decentralized system on
the other hand, the only cost-effective retrofit to
the mechanical system is the moderate cost ret-
rofit of replacing all the window air-condition-
ers with more efficient models. Improvements
to the energy efficiency of windows are more
cost effective for commercial buildings with
decentralized systems because the electricity
saved is so expensive. The lists for all four com-
mercial buildings include the very powerful op-
tion of shifting from incandescent to fluorescent

lights (for the relatively few commercial build-
ings with incandescent lights) as well as less
powerful and less cost-effective lighting
measures.

OTA did not specifically develop a list of
retrofits for the 40 percent of commercial build-
ing square footage i n small commercial build-

ings (less than 10,000 ft2). Based on discussions
with energy auditors, OTA concludes that a list
of retrofits for such buildings would also stress
lighting retrofits and retrofits to the mechanical
systems (differing by type of system) but would
also include storm windows and roof insulation
because such measures are feasible and effec-
tive in small buildings. Among smaller commer-
cial buildings, a substantial (but unknown) per-
centage are wood frame construction, for which
wall insulation should be of low or moderate
capital cost compared to savings.

EFFECTIVENESS OF INDIVIDUAL RETROFITS FOR
DIFFERENT BUILDING TYPES

From the analysis of the effectiveness of spe-
cific retrofits for different building types in four
climate zones, there are several general obser-
vations about the extent to which some retrofit
measures are effective in almost all buildings,
some measures are only physically applicable to
some building types and not to others, and
some measures, while physically applicable to
alI building types are far more effective for some
building types than to others. These observa-
tions are discussed in this section.

In the analysis that follows, the costs and
measures of cost effectiveness are approximate
and should be used as rough guides only to dis-
tinguish among measures that are very cost ef-
fective and those that are not. For any given
building, detailed analysis of costs, estimated
savings, and cost effectiveness of measures may
differ substantially from these, based on local
conditions, building conditions, and more de-
tailed methods of estimating. Appendix C, at the
end of the report, gives a brief description of
each retrofit and the caution that must be exer-

cised in estimating its savings potential and cost.
The full lists of building types and retrofits ana-
lyzed and some of the critical assumptions
about structural and mechanical system types
are listed in appendix tables 3A through 30 at
the end of the chapter. The sources for costs
and savings estimates for each retrofit are listed
in appendix D. Finally, a full set of assumptions
is to be published separately i n a working paper
as a second volume to this report.

The observations about the relative effective-
ness of retrofits for different building types
based on the calculations and occasional other
studies are summarized below i n four sections:

● Retrofits to the building envelope.
● Retrofits to the mechanical systems.
● Retrofits to the domestic hot water system.
● Retrofits to the Iighting systems.

Retrofits to the Building Envelope

Wall Insulation for All Masonry-Bearing and
Clad-Wall Buildings Can Be More Than 10
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Times as Expensive for the Same Energy Sav-
ings as Wall Insulation in Cavity Wall Build-
ings. Cavity wall structures can be retrofitted
with blown-in insulation at relatively low cost,
and with no materials other than the insulation
itself and a small amount of material for patch-
ing and replacing interior or exterior wall cover-
ing, to cover up the holes through which the
insulation is blown in (see fig. 18). Masonry-
bearing and clad-wall buildings, by contrast,
seldom if ever have any available cavity through
which to add insulation. The contractor must
either create cavities through the addition of a
stud wall inside the existing wall, which can re-
ceive blown or batt insulation, or must add rigid
insulation outside or inside the wall, and pay
the cost of completely new exterior or interior
wall covering, with corresponding window and
door trim.

The calculations of the costs and savings of
wall insulation for a wood framehouse and a
masonry wall rowhouse are shown below (see
fig. 19). The particular calculations are not strict-
ly applicable to detached masonry houses since
both costs of wall insulation and savings would
be greater in a building with four exposed walls,
but the relative cost effectiveness should be the
same. Similar results in calculations of the cost
effectiveness of wall insulation for moderate-
sized buildings were obtained.

Roof Insulation is Several Times More Expen-
sive for Buildings With Flat Roofs and No At-
tics or Crawl Spaces Than It is for Buildings
With Pitched Roofs That Enclose Attics.
Although insulation of approximately the same
thermal qualities is added to all building types,
the estimates of cost effectiveness vary signifi-
cantly. The retrofit cost per annual million Btu
saved is lowest for the insulation work done in
attics beneath pitched roofs because of the ease
of accessibility. For the cost estimates described
here, it was assumed that the attics were un-
finished, either with no floor or, at most, with
rough floorboards; access to these is relatively
straightforward. Costs increase slightly for
single-family homes typical of rowhouses in
cities, with flat roofs that still have an accessible
crawl space between the roof decking and the
ceiling of the room below. Costs are higher for

the other roof types, typical of all multifamily
and commercial structures, because there is
almost never an available cavity. Therefore, the
only practical way to add insulation is to reroof,
adding rigid insulation beneath the new layer of
roofing material.

A sample of the calculations of the costs of
roof insulation are shown below (fig. 20). The
costs for insulating the concrete slab roofs in-
clude the cost of a new roof. It was assumed
that the flat roofs already had a thin slab of roof
deck insulation. It was also assumed that the
peaked roof attic of the small house was insu-
lated–an assumption that excludes the large
share of partially insulated houses in the hous-
ing stock (see previous section). If the same in-
sulation were added, for example, to an attic
equipped already with 2 inches of somewhat
compacted rock wool insulation, it is estimated
that savings would be only about 60 percent of
those in the uninsulated attic,

Storm Windows and Double Glazing (Re-
placing Existing Single Pane Glass With New
Double-Glazed Units) are Applicable and Cost
Effective for Different Window Types. Storm
windows can be used with wood or metal frame
double-hung windows and cannot be used with
commercial or residential casement windows.
Double-glazing, on the other hand, costs less
than half as much for commercial casement
windows ($6/ft2 of window area) as it does for
double-hung wood frame windows ($13.50/ft2
of window area). Storm windows are generally
cost-effective retrofits for small single-family and
multifamily buildings while double glazing is
cost effective for commercial buildings and
large clad-wall multifamily buildings.

Most Window Treatments are Cost Effective
in Cold Climates and Prohibitively Expensive
in Hot Climates. Storm windows, double glaz-
ing, and night insulation reduce the thermal
transmission of windows and are most effective
when there is a big differential between inside
and outside temperature, especially in cold
climates in the winter. Sunscreens and reflective
films (see fig. 21) are designed to block the solar
gain through windows. Some types are also
designed to reduce thermal transmission in the
winter.
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Figure 18.—Adding Wall Insulation to Existing Frame Walls
and Existing Masonry Walls

The illustrations below compare the relatively inexpensive technique for adding wall insula-
tion to a frame building (blown-in insulation) with three different, and relatively expensive,
techniques for adding wall insulation to solid masonry walls. Similar techniques would also
be required for adding insulation to clad walls.

Studs Sheathing

16 inches Wall insulation for frame walls (left)

apart Barrel of To insulate existing frame walls with substantial cavities

loose fiberglass or formed by studs, cross-braces, exterior and interior walls,

Drywall cellulose insulation 2“ holes are drilled in each cavity (approximately 2 per stud

\
per floor) and loose fiberglass or cellulose fill is blown. The
holes are then plugged with wooden plugs.

Cross- 1 l\
brace

‘ 2 inch rigid

New insulation

exterior
finish

Wall insulation for masonry walls (below)
There are three ways to add insulation to masonry
walls, all of which are expensive. The first w a y
(shown at left) is to add 2 inches of rigid insulation
(usually a polystyrene compound with insulation
value of R10 to R14) to the outside of the wall and
cover it with some acceptable exterior wall finish
such as a cement compound with a stucco-like ap-
pearance. The second way (middle illustration) is to
add 2 inches of rigid insulation on the inside and
cover it with drywall. The third way (shown at the
right) is to construct an interior wall with 3-5 inch
cavities into which batt or loose fill insulation can be
placed.

, Old drywall

T \
2 inch rigid

/
Old drywall

insulation

w a l l

fill insulation

SOURCE. Office of Technology Assessment
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Figure 19.—Calculated Costs and Savings:b

Wall Insulation
$88 per $6 per annual
annual million million Btu
Btu saved saved

Total 4,000 -
retrofit
cost
(in dollars)

3,000 -

2,000 -

1,000 -

L
Small Small
masonry wood frame
house a house a

Total
annual
savings
In million
Btu

aSmall  houses with water systems In St LouIs  chmate
bAlf electricity energy sawngs have been multiplied by 246 to refleCt the dlf.

ference between the cost of fuel (011) at $7 CO per mllllon Btu and the cost of
elecmclty  at $1700 per mllllon Btu ror electricity at $0 06/kWh

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. Detailed soufces  for  retrofits in
app. G.

Figure 20.—Calculated

1.00

The calculations of the cost effectiveness of
various window treatments for multifamily and
commercial buildings in Buffalo and Tampa are
shown in table 20. The particular models of
shading device and reflective film analyzed
were only applicable to commercial buildings
and did block thermal transmission as well as
reduce solar gain. The shading device analyzed
is a fiberglass screen that acts as a storm window
on the window (see fig. 21). It is installed on all
windows in the summer and on all windows ex-
cept those on the south in the winter, and is
more cost effective in Buffalo than Tampa.
Shading devices that only reduce solar gain
were not analyzed, but are likely to be less cost
effective in Buffalo than Tampa. Similarly the
particular reflective films analyzed are more
cost effective i n cold climates than hot because
they are designed to block thermal transmission
as well as solar gain.

For All Active and Passive Solar Retrofits to
All Types of Buildings There are Retrofits to the
Building Envelope With Comparable Savings at

Costs and Savings:
Roof Insulation

$13 per annual $15 per annual $50 per annual
million Btu million Btu million Btu
saved saved saved

Wood Masonry Moderate-size
framehouse rowhouse multifamily
pitched crawl concrete
roof space deck

25

20

15

10

5

NOTE: Buildings w!th water systems. St Louis climate

SOURCE: See app. G.
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Solar
radiatio
reflecte

Figure 21.—Three Window Retrofits

Reduced
solar
radiation

Table 20.—Calculated Capital Cost of Window
Retrofits in Buffalo and Tampa

(approximate investment cost per annual million Btu
saved is shown in parentheses)c

Buffalo Tampa

Retrofits for a moderate-sized
multifamily buildinga

Weatherstripping Moderate ($20) High ($60)
Storm windows Moderate ($20) High ($75)
Window insulation Moderate ($35) Not cost

effective ($300)
Double glazing High ($70) Not cost

effective ($140)
Retrofits for a moderate-sized
commercial buildingb

Shading device Moderate ($15) Moderate ($20)
(see illustration)

Reflective film Moderate ($25) High ($40)
(designed to also block
thermal transmission)

Double glazing Moderate ($40) High ($60)

a 15,rXXI  ft2 masonry bu Ildlng  with  alr sYstem
bl 5,1)ocI  ft2 clad  wall bulldlng with  air Systems
CAII  etectrlclty savtngs  have been multtpl  ied by 2.46 to reflect the 9reater  ex.

pense of electricity

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment.

the Same or Less Cost. Passive solar retrofits are
retrofits designed to use the heat of the Sun
(solar gain) through windows or glazed walls to
provide heat to a building. By definition they
are systems that have no moving parts and as
such are simpler and usually less expensive than
active solar systems (which must use pumps or
fans to transfer heat from liquids or air heated
by the Sun–see fig. 22).5 OTA did some simple
-..————.

5For further d Iscusslon of active  anci passive solar  systems see
two previous OTA  stucfles: ApplIc  atlon  of Sc)lar Tec hnok)~} to To-
d a y ’ s  Enwg)  Ne~d~, vol. 1, OTA-E-66, June 1978; Resfdentlal
Energy Cf)nwr\at/on, VOI. 1, OTA-E-92,  jUly 1979.

, Valence

Shade
track

Thermal shade
Quilted, polyester fiber-fill lined window
shade with a track or magnetic fastening
system to maintain a good air seal be-
tween the shade and the window.

calculations to compare the cost effectiveness of
several passive solar and active solar retrofit
measures with the cost effectiveness of wall in-
sulation, roof insulation, and various conserva-
tion retrofit measures for windows. The results
(shown in table 21) are only suggestive, but they
are consistent with several other studies.

For a wood frame single-family house, under
OTA’s assumptions, wall insulation is by far the
most cost-effective retrofit and has much lower
capital cost than any solar retrofits. Two passive
solar retrofits, however, are of moderate capital
cost and comparable to roof insulation or storm
windows for such a house. One of these retrofits
is very simple. It wouId add 100 ft2 of glazing on
the south side of the house and provide insula-
tion for this area at night. In a variation of this
retrofit, glazing would also be added but water
wall storage would be used behind part of it to
store the heat to provide heat at night.6

For a masonry wall rowhouse, adding glazing
(with insulation) is far less expensive than wall
insulation and comparable to roof insulation
and storm windows. It is also substantially less
expensive for the savings than another passive
solar retrofit considered suitable to masonry
buildings–the Trombe Wall (see fig. 22). For
this retrofit, the wall is painted black and 

60TA’s  calculations did not include the cost of savings for night
insulation in acid ltlon to the storage. Night insulation would in-
crease both the cost and savings with an indeterminate impact on
cost effectii’eness.
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Figure 22.—One Active and Two Passive Solar Devices for Heating Buildings

The illustrations below show two passive solar devices for providing space heat to
buildings—a thermosiphoning air panel and a Trombe wall. Also shown is an active solar col-
lector which provides both hot water and space heat.

Single
or
double
layer
of
glazing

Warm air
to room

Masonry
surface

- p a i n t e d
black

Cool air
from room

Trombe wall (above)
For this retrofit. a south-facing masonry wall is painted a
dark color and covered with glazing to minimize heat loss.
Thermocirculation vents at the top and bottom provide a
flow of air that draws hot air into the room at the top and
draws cold air out of the room at the bottom. Dampers are
closed at night to prevent backdraft losses.

Active solar space and domestic hot water heater
Flat plate collectors are installed in the roof. The solar-
heated liquid circulates through a heat exchanger in a cen-
tral tank of hot water. This water in turn runs through a heat
exchanger into the domestic hot water tank and through
another heat exchanger into an air handling unit for space
heat.

/

Thermosiphoning air panel (above)
Where masonry walls do not exist, metal panels painted
black and covered with glazing can be attached to the
south wall. As for the Trombe wall, there are thermocircula-
tion vents at the top and the bottom of the panel.

exchanger

SOURCE’ Office of Technology Assessment.
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Table 21.— Calculated Capital Costs of Energy Efficiency Retrofits Compared
to Active and Passive Solar Retrofits

Estimated total annual Capital cost category (dollars per
energy savingsa annual million Btu of savings)

Energy efficiency Solar Energy efficiency Solar
ret refit retrofit retrofit retrofit

(million Btu)
Small wood framehouseb

Roof insulation. . . . . . . . . 42 Moderate (15)
Wall insulation . . . . . . . . . 108 LOW (6)
Storm windows . . . . . . . . 31 Moderate (30)
Add 100 ft2 of glazing

with night insulation . .
Add glazing with

thermal storage . . . . . .
Add thermosiphoning

wall panel . . . . . . . . . . .

30

35

17

Moderate (20)

Moderate (40)

Not cost
effective (120)

47
53

Moderate (15)
High (1 10)

30

43

High (50)

Moderate (40)

Moderate (20)

High (65)

Moderate masonry rowhouseb

Roof insulation. . . . . . . . .
Wall insulation . . . . . . . . . I

Add glazing with night
insulation , . . . . . . . . .

Glaze masonry wall
(Trombe wall) . . . . . . . .

Large masonry multifamily
buildingb

Roof insulation. . . . . . . . . 637
Night insulation on all

windows . . . . . . . . . . . . 631
Flat plate collectors for

space heat and hot
water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,480 High (80)

Add glazing with
thermal storage . . . . . . 480 High (70)

Add glazing with night
insulation . . . . . . . . . . . 520 Moderate (30)

NOTE: Savings should not be added. For detailed sources see app. D.

aAll ~avlng~  of el~~t~l~lt~  have been  multlp[led by 2,46 to reflect the greater expenSe  of e(eCtrlCltY,

b2,000 ft,, 15,000 ft],  and 100,000 ft~ bulldlngs with water systems in the St. Louis climate zone.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment

glazed. Ventilation openings cut in the wall
allow heated air to rise in the space between
metal panel and glazing and flow into the room.
By OTA’s calculations, this retrofit is of high
capital cost for the savings.

For a large multifamily building, roof insula-
tion is high capital cost (compared to savings)
and walI insulation is not cost effective at all.
The calculated high capital cost of an active flat
p/ate system for providing space heat and hot
water (see fig. 22) is at least comparable to these
measures. The only envelope retrofits of moder-
ate capital cost are adding night insulation on all
windows (conservation retrofit) or adding glaz-
ing on the south side equipped with night in-
sulation (passive solar retrofit). As was pointed

out in the preceding section, however, retrofits
to the building envelope in general are less cost
effective for large multifamily buildings than are
retrofits to the domestic hot water system and to
the mechanical system.

The results are consistent with the results of
several other studies of solar retrofits and solar
features in cities. A careful architectural analysis
of the optimum balance of insulation, passive
and active solar features for rehabilitated and
retrofitted buildings in the low-income Man-
chester neighborhood of Pittsburgh came to a
preliminary conclusion that the best combina-
tion is likely to be either thorough insulation
and blocking of infiltration alone or a combina-
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tion of thorough insulation and large windows
on the south side for increased solar gain. ’

An analysis of low-cost solar options in the
Boston area concluded that many passive solar
retrofits (such as solar porches, sunspaces and
greenhouses, wall collectors, thermsiphoning
wall panels—see fig. 22—and night insulation
applied to increased window size) are only
competitive with the costs of conventional fuels
if labor is contributed free or at reduced cost, if
the retrofit cost is amortized over the life of the
measure and if a tax credit or other subsidy is
provided. These are very stringent criteria in
light of the impact of financing difficulties and
high interest rates described in chapter 4. of all
the measures analyzed, only homemade insu-
lating shades provide a payback that would
categorize the measure as of moderate capital
cost .8

For climates that are more favorable than
those of Boston, the cost effectiveness of passive
solar retrofits appears greater although very
variable. In a survey by the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) of costs and savings of passive
solar retrofits, the retrofit cost per annual
million Btu saved ranges from $14 per annual
million Btu saved to $140 for a Trombe Wall,
from $28 to $190 for south windows, and from
$27 to $360 for a solar greenhouse.9

Retrofits to the Mechanical System

For many building types, especially larger
building types, retrofits to the mechanical
system are likely to be the most effective of all
retrofits, although specific retrofits and their
relative cost effectiveness differ substantially
among the four mechanical systems analyzed
for this report. OTA developed lists of retrofits
for each mechanical system type for each size

‘Energy  Guldellnes  for an Inner-CIt}/  Neighborhood, Travis O.
Price Ill & Partners and Volker Hartkoff,  Naomi Yoran,  and Law.
rence Hoffman of Carnegie Mellon University. Proceedings  of (he
Fifth Nat/ona/  Pawve  50/ar Conference. Published by the Amer-
ican Section of the International Solar Energy Society, Inc., a
workbook based on this analysis is due to be published in 1981.

8Boston Solar Retrofits:  Stud/es of Solar Access and Economics.
Michael Shapiro (with Shauna Doyle), Kennedy School of Govern-
ment, December 1980.

9Bu//d/ng  a Susta/nab/e  Future, vol. 2, SE RI, published by the
House Committee on Energy and Commerce, April 1981, p. 171.

and use of building. In a few cases the precise
list of retrofits is more applicable to the specific
system modeled than it is to other systems of the
same general type. Appendix table D to this
chapter describes the basic mechanical systems
modeled for each type and identifies the most
important differences i n the lists of retrofits for
other systems of the same type. The general
conclusions from the analysis are described
below.

The Most Effective Retrofit to a Building
With a Complex Reheat System is to Convert
the Reheat System to a Variable Air Volume
System. (See fig. 23 for diagrams of a terminal
reheat system, variable air volume system, and
three other mechanical systems suitable for
large commercial buildings with several zones,)
Complex systems with terminal reheat features
are extremely wasteful; their name derives from
the fact that they operate by centrally cooling all
air to be used in the building to a single tem-
perature, typically around 55° F. This chilled air
is then distributed to the various zones of the
building through ducts, and just before being in-
troduced into the conditioned space, the air is
reheated to the desired temperature, Used
almost solely in commercial buildings, a ter-
minal reheat system provides very precise
temperature control. In addition, it neatly
handles the conditioning problem that occurs in
commercial buildings with large “core” areas,
i.e., interior areas of the building, where,
because of the amount of heat generated by
people, lights, and office equipment, air-
conditioning is required year round. On a cold
day in January, in this type of building, a ter-
minal reheat system can send cooled air
without reheat to the core areas of the building,
and send cooled air which is then reheated at
the perimeter areas near the windows, where
relatively heated air is needed. This type of
system uses energy twice to achieve a single
desired temperature; first using energy to cool,
then to heat air. As a result, the total heating
load of commercial buildings with complex
systems is more than twice that of comparable
buildings with air or water systems. Reheat
mechanical systems can generally be converted
to variable air volume systems, a type of air
system, with little difficulty. Variable air volume
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systems supply air at constant temperatures for
each set of hot air and cool air requirements
and satisfies the needs for different zones by
varying the volume of air supplied. Such
systems require central air-handling controls
which are usually already installed for reheat
systems. Installing such controls is estimated to
add about 30 percent to the cost. Some tem-
perature control is sacrificed, but the savings are
so great that they equal the cost of the retrofit
very quickly. In the particular calculation done
for a building of 100,000 ft2, the retrofit would
cost about $0.14 ft2 ($1 4,000 total) and save
about 45,000 Btu/ft2 which would be worth
about $0.32 ft2 for heating oil at $1 /gal. The sav-
ings in this case would equal the cost of the
retrofit in less than a year (see table 19).

Lists of Retrofits are Different for Air Systems
and Water Systems But They Perform Similar
Functions. Some retrofits to improve the effi-
ciency of air (including reheat systems con-
verted to variable air volume systems) and water
mechanical systems are described in figures 24
and 25. The calculations of costs and savings for
some of them are shown in table 22. Some ret-
rofits improve the combustion efficiency of the
central heat source: replacing the burner for
both air and water systems (see fig. 25 for a de-
scription of the source of improved efficiency),
replacing the entire boiler for a water-based sys-
tem or replacing the furnace for an air system. [n
the particular set of calculations shown in table
22, it was assumed that an old boiler of slightly
over 50-percent combustion efficiency (the ratio
of Btu of usable heat to Btu of fuel) was replaced
by a new boiler of almost 75-percent combus-
tion efficiency. The costs of a new boiler are
estimated to be large but savings are great
enough that it falls into the category of moder-
ate capital cost compared to savings.

Vent dampers improve the efficiency of both
water and air systems by preventing heat from
escaping up the flue when the burner is not fir-
ing. An electrically activated damper automati-
cally closes when the burner is cycled off. A
stack heat reclaimer is a device for water
systems that uses the heat that escapes up the
stack from a boiler to preheat the water that

passes through the boiler. A boiler turbolator
reduces stack heat losses before heat goes up
the stack by improving the exchange of heat be-
tween the hot combustion gases and the water
to be heated.

Several devices improve efficiency by taking
better advantage of variations in outside tem-
perature with the change of seasons. For water
systems, a modulating aquastat regulates the
temperature of the water in the boiler according
to the outdoor temperature. On very cold days,
the boiler temperature is allowed to rise. On
milder days, it is kept lower. For air systems with
central air-conditioning a similar retrofit varies
the temperature of chilled water according to
the outside temperature, setting it coldest on
the hottest days. Also for air systems a two-
speed fan motor sets the fan to blow faster for
the peak cooling load and slower for the heating
load which usually requires a smaller air vol-
ume. An economizer damper control, also for
air systems, makes possible the automatic use of
outside air for cooling when outside air is cooler
than that inside, Most of these retrofits are low
or moderate capital cost compared to savings.

Many Retrofits to Mechanical Systems Bene-
fit From Economies of Scale and Cost Signifi-
cantly Less per Annual Million Btu Saved in
Large Buildings Than in Small Ones. The cost
of many retrofits to mechanical systems is only
somewhat greater for large buildings than small,
but the savings can be many times greater. This
point can be illustrated with the calculations of
the costs and savings for a modulating aquastat
(the device that increases boiler water tempera-
ture when the outside air is colder, and vice ver-
sa). As shown in figure 26, the cost of the mod-
ulating aquastat for a 100,000 ft2 multifamily
building is about double the cost of one for a
small 2,000 ft2 rowhouse, but the savings are 40
times as great. Figure 27 illustrates the same
phenomenon for four other retrofits to mechan-
ical systems. Replacing a boiler, for example, at
$50 per annual million Btu saved would be a
high capital cost retrofit for a small rowhouse in
Buffalo, but is a low capital cost retrofit (at $12
per annual million Btu saved) for a large multi-
family building.
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Figure 23.—Five Systems for Adjusting the Amount of Heat and Cooling
to Different Zones in a Commercial Building

The illustrations below and next page show five different heating and cooling systems designed to handle the complex re-
quirements of large commercial buildings. In such buildings, core areas and machine rooms with high heat loads require less
heat and more cooling than peripheral areas of the building. An effective but energy-inefficient way to handle these mixed re-
quirements is using any of a number of systems with reheat features: terminal reheat or rnultizone or variable air volume which
may or may not include reheat. In reheat systems the air may be cooled below the temperature needed and then reheated for
purposes of dehumidification as well as zone control. A variable air volume system with no reheat feature is far more energy
efficient than any of the systems with reheat. Induction and fan-coil systems also eliminate simultaneous heating and cooling.
In OTA’s classification, terminal reheat and multizone are classified as water systems. (See app. table 3D for a more com-
prehensive list of systems in each type.) Retrofits which are appropriate to such systems are generally determined by their
general type.

,

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.
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Figure 23.—Five Systems for Adjusting the Amount of Heat and Cooling
to Different Zones in a Commercial Building (Continued)

~ ~ Variable air volume box

orifice in the variable air volume box. Terminal reheat sys-
tems can usually be converted to variable air volume sys-
tems for low to moderate capital cost compared to savings.

Induction
units A

Induction system
This system uses both water and air to provide heat to dif-
ferent zones in a commercial building. For heat, hot wafer
is circulated through pipes from a boiler to auxiliary heating
cooling coils inside induction units in each zone. These
units are also supplied with heated or cooled air from a cen-
tral air handling unit. The air is ejected at high speed from Cooling
nozzles within each unit, inducing room air to be drawn
across the heating coil. For cooling, cold water from a coil //
chiller is circulated to the induction units. )’

Hot water, d
coil

Room
air
in

Zone thermostat

m 4
Induced
room

~, air

Central =
air w u-

handling unit

Fan-coil system
In a fan-coil system, the hot or cool water is circulated from
a central source to the coils in a fan-coil unit in each zone.
Within each unit, a fan propels air over the hot coil (for heat)
and out into the room while cooler air from the room is
drawn into the fan coil unit to be warmed. For cooling, air
from the room is cooled by a similar process.

- N o z z l e

~ Heating
cooling

-l c o i l

Primary
supply air

Induction unit

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment
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Figure 24.—Sample Retrofits to Central Air Heating and Cooling Systems
The illustration below shows a single-zone air heating and cooling system and several of the
retrofits that might be applicable to such a system.

Outside temperature
and humidity

~ sensor - Return

Damper

Mixed air
temperature/humidity
sensor

Enthalpy control (left)
This retrofit consists of a sensor that measures the
temperature and the humidity of the outside air. When the
outside air is sufficiently cool to help meet the cooling de-
mand of a building (usually a commercial building) with
high internal heat loads, an automatic damper reduces the
opening in the return air duct and another damper opens
the outside air intake. Another sensor in the ducts meas-
ures and regulated the temperature and humidity of the
mixed air going into the building.

Heating coil Cooling coil I I I -

a
e
n
o
e

Replace burner (not shown)
This retrofit replaces an old inefficient burner on either a
furnace that heats air or a boiler that heats water or steam
for the heating coil in the air handling unit shown above. lm-
proved burner efficiency is due to more efficient fuel disper-
son and fuel-air mixing.

supply
air

SOURCE: Off Ice of Technology Assessment.
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Figure 25.—Sample Retrofits to Water-Based Heating Systems
The illustrations below show five different retrofits appropriate to water systems. All three
heating sources shown are boilers.

Heat
recovery Vent damper (not shown)  
unit An electronically-controlled vent damper closes the stack

when the burner is not firing in order to reduce the loss of
heat up the stack.

Replace burner

Stack heat reclaimer (left)
This device recaptures heat by circulating water (for boiler
feedwater) or air (for combustion air) through the stack heat
reclaimer, thus transferring heat from the flue gas to the
water or air.

r
Control

/  u n i t

This retrofit replaces an old inefficient burner with a new
burner of greater efficiency due to more efficient fuel dis-
persion, and fuel-air mixing,

Burner

Combustion

Pump

Modulating aquastat (above)
This device consists of an outside temperature sensor and
a control system that automatically resets boiler water
temperature to match the outside temperature: hotter
water for colder outside temperatures and vice versa.

tubes

~– boilers already have turbolators.

SOURCE. Off Ice of Technology Assessment
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Table 22.—Calculated Capital Costs of Retrofits to
Air and Water Mechanical Systems

Relative capital cost
(number in parentheses is retrofit

Total cost per cost per annual million Btu
Retrofit installation saved)

Applicable to both air and water systems
—Vent damper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—Replace burner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Applicable to air systems only
— Economizer damper control (to

use temperate outside air) . . . . . .
—2 speed fan motor ... , . . . . . . . . .
—Vary temperature of chilled

water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—Replace furnace . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Applicable to water systems only
—Stack heat reclaimer (to

pre-heat boiler water) . . . . . . . . . .
—Modulating aquastat . . . . . . . . . .
—Replace boiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—Boiler turbolator . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,300
2,900

2,000
500

2,200
(Not estimated)

1,200
400

4,500
1,800

Low ($7)
Moderate ($35)

Low ($2)
Low ($4)

Moderate ($24)

Low ($12)
Low ($5)

Moderate ($35)
High ($90)

NOTES: Calculations were done for a hypothetical 15,000 ft’ multifamily building in St. Louis. See app. C for a description of
each measure and app. D for sources on costs and savings,

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.

Figure 26.—Calculated Capital Costs of a Modulating

Cost

Savings

Aquastat—Three Building Sizes

$12 per annual $2.70 per
million Btu annual million $0.60 per annual
saved Btu saved million Btu saved .
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SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, See app. D for detailed sources on retrofits.
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Figure 27.—Calculated Capital Costs of Four Mechanical System
Retrofits-Three Building Sizes
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I
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I
I

12

Large
multifamily

NOTE: Buildings of 2,000 ft],  15,000 ft’,  and 100,000 ft’ with water systems in Buffalo climate.

SOURCE Office  of Technology Assessment See app D for detailed sources for individual retrofits

The Installation of Setback Thermostats is
Very Cost Effective, If Used Properly, in All
Building Types and All Climate Zones Except
the Very Warmest. This retrofit measure, by
now well-known and well-documented, is
adaptable both to small family homes and large
commercial buildings. At its simplest, it reduces
the temperature of specific rooms or zones
overnight or when unoccupied. Timers lower
the temperature automatically and may be set
to raise it again before the room or zone will be
occupied in the morning. The savings estimated
for this analysis assume that the daytime tem-
perature is 65° and nighttime temperature is
55o, and that the daytime temperature was
maintained around the clock before the setback
thermostat was installed. There will be no sav-
i rigs, except in labor costs, if maintenance crews
already performed the setback function manual-
ly.

Setback thermostats can also reduce cooling
loads, but it was assumed for this analysis that
the cooling load is already kept to a minimum
by maintaining the daytime temperature at 78°
and turning off the cooling system in commer-
cial buildings at night. OTA did not analyze the
substantial benefits of more complex energy
management systems that are being successfully
installed in many commercial buildings. Such
systems, using central or microcomputers, can
manage lighting systems, ventilation, and the
temperature of circulating water as well as
space thermostat settings.

The estimates of the retrofit cost per annual
million Btu saved range from low ($5) for set-
back thermostats installed in a large multifamily
building in Buffalo, to moderate ($25) for the
same building in Tampa.
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For Buildings With Decentralized Systems,
There are Few Cost Effective Retrofits to the
Mechanical Systems. Decentralized systems
heat and cool with individual air-conditioners,
individual gas heaters, or occasionally with in-
dividual heat pumps. By definition, there are no
ducts or pipes, nor is there complex interaction
among ventilation, heating, and cooling. Effi-
ciency improvements cannot be achieved by
modifications to a single central plant. In most
cases, efficiency can only be improved by re-
placing all less efficient individual units with
more efficient individual units.

Under some circumstances, savings can be
considerable by replacing all air-conditioners in
a building with more efficient air-conditioners.
The calculations of the costs and savings from
such a retrofit are shown in figure 28. For both a

small framehouse and a large multifamily build-
ing, it is assumed that room air-conditioners
with a seasonal efficiency of 1.5 (coefficient of
performance–the ratios of Btu of cooling to Btu
of input electricity) were replaced with new air-
conditioners with a seasonal efficiency of 2.3.
Savings are greatest in hot climates and thus the
retrofit has a much lower capital cost (per an-
nual million Btu saved) in Tampa than it does in
Buffalo. It is assumed that the cost of each unit
air-conditioner is the same for large buildings as
for small and that the cooling load per square
foot is somewhat lower. So under these assump-
tions, replacing the air-conditioners has a higher
capital cost in a larger building than in a small
one. If a discount were available for a bulk pur-
chase of new air-conditioners for a large build-
ing, however, this retrofit might be equally cost
effective in large buildings,

Figure 28.—Calculated Capital Cost of Replacing Window
Air-Conditioners in Tampa, St. Louis, and Buffalo

35
Buffalo

Buffalo

I
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I
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T a m p a  I
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I 25
St. Louis

15
Tampa

Small Large
frame house multifamily building

St. Louis ❑ Tampa

NOTES: The ortglnal  ratios of cost to savings In end-use Btu are multiplied by 0.4 to reflect the dif-
ference  between the cost of fuel (oil) at $7,00 per million Btu and the cost of electricity at
$1700 per m!lllon  Btu (equals $0.06 per kWh).

SOURCE: Off Ice of Technology Assessment.
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OTA also estimated costs and savings for re-
placing both the electric resistance heaters and
air-conditioners with heat pumps that perform
both heating and cooling. Heat pumps currently
on the market tend to be more efficient at
heating than electric resistance heaters but less
efficient at cooling than conventional window
air-conditioners. The calculations reflect this
assumption. Installing heat pumps is a retrofit of
moderate capital cost, compared to savings, for
a large multifamily buiIding in Buffalo, St. Louis
and Memphis, but actually uses more energy in
Tampa where the cooling load is far more im-
portant than the heating load. Newer heat
pump technology with higher efficiencies for
both heating and air-conditioning should prove
to be an effective retrofit in Tampa as well as in
colder climates. Further improvements in air-
conditioning technology could also increase the
cost effectiveness of replacing existing air-condi-
tioners with more efficient ones. ’”

Retrofits to the Domestic
Hot Water System

Many Retrofits to Improve Hot Water System
Efficiency are Very Cost Effective in All Types
of Residential Buildings in All Climates. The
energy used for domestic hot water is a signifi-
cant fraction of single-family and multifamily
energy use and a much smaller fraction of the
energy use of most commercial buildings. This
can be illustrated
fraction of energy
for several types
Tampa.

Small framehouse
S m a l l  r o w h o u s e .

with the calculations of the
for domestic hot water used
of buildings in Buffalo and

Hot water as a percent of
total bullding energy use

7. .
11., .

Large multifamily buildlng. 25
Large commercial bulldlng. 6

Furthermore domestic hot water is a bigger frac-
tion of the energy use of all buildings, residen-

10 OTA's  assumptions  about relative seasonal efficiencies were as
follows:

a. Heat pump cooling efficiency: 85 percent of conventional
window air-conditioner—1.5 instead of 1.8 Instantaneous
coefficient of performance (COP) and 1.3 Instead of 1.5 sea-
sonal COP.

b. Heat pump heat/rig efficiency: Seasonal COP: Buffalo , 1.3;
St. Louis 1.55; Memphis 1.8; Tampa 2.15.

tial and commercial, in warmer climates (since a
smaller fraction of energy goes for heat).

Several retrofits to the hot water system are
very cost effective in all climates and to all
residential building types. The most cost effec-
tive are also cost effective for commercial
buildings. A vent damper that shuts automati-
cally when the heater is off reduces heat losses
when the hot water heater is not heating. Flow
control devices on faucets and shower heads
use the available water pressure more efficiently
to disperse the water better and create a higher
apparent pressure for less actual water use. in-
sulating the hot water storage tank with a 1 ½
inch thick insulation blanket reduces heat losses
from the storage tank.

All three retrofits benefit from economies of
scale and should cost less for the savings they
achieve in a bigger building than in a small
building. A hot water heater vent damper, for
example, costs only 25 percent more in a mod-
erate multifamily building than it does in a
single-family house (according to OTA’s cal-
culations), but it saves more than 10 times as
much energy. The calculations of retrofit costs
per annual Btu saved are shown in figure 29.

There are two other much more expensive
retrofits to the hot water system which each
save about as much energy (under OTA’s as-
sumptions) as installing water flow controllers.
The active solar hot water heater according to
OTA’s calculations would be a retrofit of high
capital cost (compared to savings) for both a
single-family detached house and a multifamily
building in Buffalo, if it were used to save
energy in the form of fuel (see fig. 29).

When used to save electricity, however, both
the solar hot water heater and another retrofit,
the air-to-water heat pump (see fig. 30) fall into
the category of moderate capital cost retrofits.
The air-to-water heat pump is now available in
small and medium sizes. OTA assumed that a
set of them (five medium and one small) could
be used to heat hot water for a large multifamily
building. Because medium-sized heat pumps
cost somewhat less per unit of heat produced,
there would probably be some economies of
scale i n using heat pump hot water heaters for
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Figure 29.–Calculated Capital Costs of Solar Hot
Water Heaters and Three Other Hot Water Retrofits
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SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. See app. D for sources for
individual retrofits,

larger buildings than for a smal l  house. Further
technical developments that produced large-
sized heat pump hot water heaters should in-
crease the potential for economies of scale.
Solar hot water heaters are most cost effective in
areas of greatest insolation. By OTA’s calcula-
tions, a solar hot water heater would cost about
30 percent less per unit of heat produced in
Tampa than in BuffaIo.

Retrofits to the Lighting Systems

Lighting absorbs a large share of the energy
used by commercial buildings in the form of
electricity—the most expensive form of energy.
For buildings built in 1975-76, and sampled in
the Department of Energy survey in preparation
for developing building energy performance

Figure 30.—Diagram of a Heat Pump
Hot Water Heater

Hot II
water
to tank

Air from
room

r a t o r ’ Compressor water wEvapo
/

coil from
tank

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.

standards, offices had an average of 2.8 W/ft2 o f
installed lighting while multifamily buildings
had only 1.6 W/ft2. The sample also demon-
strated the variation in lighting practice in office
buildings. Thirteen percent had less than 2 W/ft2

installed capacity while 17 percent had over 4
Wlftz.11

Many Types of Lighting System Retrofits for
Commercial Buildings are Expensive, But are
Included in the Low or Moderate Capital Cost
Category Because They Save Expensive Elec-
tricity. The most powerful of these would re-
place incandescent lights with far more energy-
efficient fluorescent lights. Since much of the
energy used for incandescent lights is used (and
wasted) as heat rather than light, this category of
retrofit has two important side effects—it greatly
reduces cooling requirements in a commercial
building and increases heating requirements.
OTA found no information on the number of
commercial buildings that still use incandescent
lights; from observation, it appears that most

——— .- ———
11 ReSUltS  from the BEPS phase I analysis of sample  buildings

were reported in SERI, op. cit., VOI. 2, p. 365.
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use fluorescent lights already. For multifamily
buildings and single-family houses, however, a
shift to fluorescent lighting could still produce
substantial savings. For completeness, OTA has
included this category of retrofits in its list of
retrofit options for commercial buildings, but it
has not been included in the estimates of cumu-
lative savings from retrofit packages.

Lighting retrofits will have an impact on the
interior appearance of a building more than any
other kind of retrofit except passive solar retro-
fits, sunscreens, or reflective film (all of which
affect daylighting). The tone, intensity and form
of the light can all be changed. For this reason,
planning a lighting retrofit can require some
assistance from an interior designer. Four light-
ing retrofits analyzed are described briefly be-
low. Their costs and savings are compared in
table 23. (Other types of lighting retrofits—such

as sodium vapor lights (for gymnasiums) or in-
stallations to maximize daylighting—can be very
effective in particular buildings but their general
cost effectiveness cannot be analyzed.)

Change incandescent fixtures to fluorescent
fixtures. Fluorescent lights use only about one-
third as much energy as incandescent lights, but
they normally come in different shapes and
have a cooler light. This retrofit will generally
change the shape of fixtures from round to rec-
tangular and lighting tone from warm to cool.
Cooling savings are added to lighting savings in

table 23 and requirements for increased heating
are subtracted from the total.

Install fluorescent hybrid lamps (see fig. 31). In
this variation on the same retrofit, any of several
makes of fluorescent lights that fit into incandes-
cent sockets are substituted for incandescent
lights. Calculating the costs and benefits of this
retrofit is tricky. OTA assumed an initial cost of
installing the lamps at 15 times the cost of in-
candescent bulbs, and savings of about 55 per-
cent for the same brightness. The lamps are
estimated to last 7,500 hours, or about 10 times
as long as conventional lamps (more than 3
years for 45 hours a week use). Using these
assumptions over a 10-year period (assuming
electricity at an average of $0. 10/kWh over the
period) the 10-year savings (net of lamp replace-
ment cost) from a 100-W lamp installation
would be $121 per lamp.

Use high-efficiency fluorescent lamps. In this
retrofit 40-w fluorescent lamps are replaced
with lamps of 32 to 35 W. The capital cost is as-
sumed to be the cost of changing all the lamps
at once. The cost can be spread out over a peri-
od of time by replacing original fluorescent
lights as they burn out.

Use low wattage task lighting. This retrofit
reduces overall wattage per square foot by in-
stalling fixtures designed for each task area. This
saves energy in two ways. It permits lower watt-

Table 23.—Calculated Capital Costs of Four Retrofits to Commercial
Lighting Systems (large commercial buildinga)

Costs and savings from Capital
the retrofit/ft2 cost category

Dollars per annual
costs Savings million Btu of

Retrofits (dollars/ft 2) (thousand Btu/ft2) energy b

Replace incandescent fixtures
with fluorescent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.30 214 Low ($1 1)

Install fluorescent hybrid
lamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.75 205 Low ($4)

Install task lighting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.70 26 Moderate ($26)
Install high-efficiency

fluorescent lights . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.15 16 Low ($0)

NOTE: Savings should not be added,
aE~timate~  are for ~ ~lad.~all commercial  building with an alr system In the St.  LO U IS Climate

bRetrofit ~05t per annual mlllL~n Btu of energy saved IS adjusted by a fuel factor 0,46 times end-use Btu tO reflect the differ.

ence between fuel 011 at $7 per mllllon Btu and electricity at $17 per mllllon Btu for electricity at $006 per kWh

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment
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Figure 31.– Hybrid Lamps Are Fluorescent Bulbs
That Fit in Incandescent Sockets

age for the same illumination in the task areas
since the fixture usually brings the light closer to
the work being done, and it permits lower levels
of general illumination outside the task area.
This retrofit probably requires the most careful
design work in order to retain the maximum
flexibility for future changes in the arrangement
of task locations.

Conclusion—Variation in Retrofit
Applicability by Building Type

This long section of the report has laid out
OTA’s assessment of the variation in the retrofit
potential of different building types. The anal-
ysis has shown that a relatively small number of
building characteristics systematically affect the
likelihood that a particular retrofit will be gener-
ally effective. The next section of the report
describes the site-specific nature of building
retrofit, i e., those aspects of particular buildings
which affect their individual potential for energy
savings.

SOURCE: Energy works and Office of Technology Assessment.

ENERGY SAVINGS FOR PARTICULAR BUILDINGS MAY BE
BOTH SITE SPECIFIC AND UNPREDICTABLE

This section of the report describes two inter- The Site-Specific Nature
related characteristics of building retrofits. The of Building Retrofit
first is that, for many reasons, the site-specific
aspects of a building’s susceptibility to retrofit Many aspects of a building will affect its ener-
may outweigh the systematic aspects derived gy use and prospects for retrofit–its regional
from its structure, size, use, and mechanical sys- Iocation, orientation to the Sun and wind, con-
tem type. The second characteristic of building dition of structure and equipment, intensity of
retrofit is that energy savings are difficult to pre- occupancy, carefulness of management, and
diet now and because of the site-specific nature many other factors. Compared to the small
of much effective retrofit, there is a limit to the number of factors that affect the energy per-
future predictability of building retrofits even formance of an automobile, many more factors
with far better data on retrofit performance than must be taken into account in assessing the
exists now. energy performance of a building.
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one of the few surveys to date of energy use
i n different kinds of commercial buildings, i n
the Baltimore central business district, found
that energy use varied strikingly for buildings
used for similar purposes. As can be seen from
table 24, office energy use ranged from a low of
21,000 Btu/ft2 to a high of 432,000 Btu/ft2 (more
than 20 times as much). The most energy-
extravagant banks use five times as much
energy as the least extravagant; the most
energy-extravagant department stores use six
times as much energy as the least. In this survey
only some of the variation could be explained
by general characteristics such as glass area,
type of heating and cooling, or building height.

There are several effective retrofits that are
highly dependent on individual characteristics
of buildings and are so site specific that their ap-
plicability cannot be easily predicted by type of
building. Some of these retrofits are described
below.

Blocking Thermal Leaks and Thermal By-
passes. Techniques developed at Princeton and
elsewhere have proved effective in locating
such leaks as warm air leaking into unheated at-
tics and cold air leaking into basements. Such
leaks are found typically in single-family de-
tached houses. Instruments that have proved
helpful in locating such leaks include a blower
to be installed in the door or window of a house
to pressurize it to find the leaks and an infrared
scanner to identify differences in temperature
where air is leaking. For other building types,

Table 24.— Energy Use per Square Foot in
Buildings of Downtown Baltimore

Thousand Btu/ft2

Range minimum
Median to maximum

Offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 20-430
Department stores . . . . . . . . 70 55-360
Hotels/motels . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 100-235
Small stores . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 15-725
Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 50-250
Restaurants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340 65-900

SOURCE: Hlttman  Associates, February 1977. “Physical Characteristics,
Energy Consumption, and Related Institutional Factors in the Com-
mercial  Sector” (fig 16), p. 73.

warm air may be wasted as it flows up i n spaces
along party walls of attached buildings or in
spaces created by later additions to buildings.
Such thermal bypasses can often be identified
by careful three-dimensional analysis of build-
ings, taking note of dead space and passages
from floor to floor. If significant leaks or by-
passes are blocked, savings can be significant
and cost low.

Energy Management System Controls. Com-
puterized controls can go well beyond thermo-
stat setbacks and can be used to ‘manage ven-
tilation dampers, heating system pressure
valves, and temperature settings. These controls
take advantage of existing equipment. Savings
will depend on the specific nature of existing
equipment and may also include labor savings
as well as energy savings. Such computerized
systems are often designed to include security
and fire-safety features.

Cogeneration. For certain very large commer-
cial and multifamily buildings in cities with high
electricity rates, it may make sense to produce
both heat and electricity using any of several
types of building-size cogenerators. Several
large buildings in New York City, where elec-
tricity rates are the highest in the country, have
taken this step. The economic and technical
feasibility of cogeneration for a variety of uses is
to be analyzed in detail in a forthcoming OTA
report lndustrial and Commercial Cogeneration,
to be published by the summer of 1982.

Daylighting. There are several devices avail-
able to increase the use of daylight as a substi-
tute for electric lighting. “Lighting shelves” in-
stalled in or near windows can reflect light up to
reflective panels on the ceiling and reflect day-
light deep into a building. Outside reflecting
panels can also be used to increase daylighting.
The savings from such retrofits may be consider-
able but are highly dependent on the availabil-
ity of light outside the building, the configura-
tion of windows, the configuration of walls in-
side the building and the nature of computer-
ized or other controls that control switching
between daylighting and electric lighting.

Adjustable Radiator Vents. Steam systems in
older buildings frequently have problems with
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overheating on floors away from the space ther-
mostat that controls the flow of steam to the
radiator. Adjustable air vents can be installed to
control this problem. The amount of savings
may be considerable if the overheating is con-
siderable and if the adjustable vents are actually
used to control radiator heat (rather than the
more typical method in such buildings of open-
ing the windows). A somewhat more expensive
retrofit adds thermostats to the adjustable valves
and controls the radiator temperature automat-
icalIy.

Whole House Fans. A powerful fan installed
in the attic or upper floor of a small building is
designed to ventilate the whole house by draw-
ing cooler air in from the outside. Such a fan
permits air-conditioning systems to be turned
off when outside air is cool enough. The effec-
tiveness of this retrofit is dependent on the loca-
tion of the building in terms of the likelihood of
cooler outside temperatures and is also depend-
ent on the tolerance of the occupants for the
higher humidity of unconditioned air.

Reducing Orific (Nozzle) Sizes. Boilers and
furnaces often have firing rates well in excess of
the peak heating load requirement, and there-
fore operate inefficiently all of the time, with in-
creased flue and standby losses. This can be a
particular problem where building envelope
conservation measures have greatly reduced
the heating requirements. The firing rate can be
reduced by adjusting the fuel/air mixture and
reducing the fuel orifice or nozzle size to
reduce the overall fuel volume. This problem
was very evident in a recent survey of the retrofit
options for multifamily buildings in Min-
neapolis. Out of six buildings, four had over-
sized furnaces. For these buildings downsizing
was a top priority retrofit.12

Refrigeration Heat Reclaim To Heat Hot
Water. Special heat exchangers can be installed
on the condenser side of an air-conditioning
system to extract condenser heat for heating hot
water. This measure can also be used to extract

‘z’’ Final Report on Energy Conservation Modifications: Build-
ings 2-8, 2-9, 2-10, 2-181, 2-18B and 2-22” Chasney Associates,
presented to the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment Au-
thority, May 15, 1979.

heat from freezers and refrigerators and is thus
useful in supermarkets and restaurants. There
are two sources of savings. Energy is saved that
would otherwise be used to heat the water and
the cooling system works more efficiently be-
cause the temperature of the condensor is low-
ered. The potential for such a retrofit in a par-
ticular building depends on the relative loca-
tions of cooling equipment and water-heating
equipment and the cost of transporting heat
from one to another.

In addition to these particular retrofit meas-
ures that are site specific, there are two general
categories of steps that are often very important
in determining energy savings.

Operations and Maintenance Steps. For
some buildings there is a lot of wasted energy
that could be eliminated, before any retrofit in-
vestments are made, simply by careful mainte-
nance of equipment. There are several conveni-
ent lists and explanations of such steps.13 Some
examples of them are: clean air-conditioning
condenser coils, clean and repair steam traps,
remove excess lamps (delamp), repair steam
and water leaks, and repair ventilation dampers.
Energy savings will be greatest from such meas-
ures when the building and its equipment have
been least well managed. Prospects for savings,
however, depend on the prospects for better
management of the equipment in the future. in
some cases this may require a change in staffing
or supervision of maintenance crews.

Auxiliary Repairs. Many smaller buildings
that lack energy efficiency features such as
storm windows and roof and wall insulation,
also have more basic problems such as struc-
tural weaknesses in roof or floor or poorly fitting
basic windows. Although the data on specific
problems that affect energy use is poor, the ex-
tent of the problem can be judged by the fact

I jRecommended  operations and maintenance steps can be
found in: Tota/ Energy Management: A Practica/  Handbook on En-
ergy Conservation and Management, National Electrical Contrac-
tors Association (NECA) and National Electric Manufacturers’
Association (NEMA) 1976, 2d cd., 1979. An evaluation of opera-
tions and maintenance steps recommended in hospital audits can
be found in: Eric Hirst,  et al., Ana/ys/s of Energv Audits in 48
Hospitals,  Oak Ridge National Laboratory, July 1981. (Both reports
also assess capital investments in energy efficiency. )
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that more than half of all detached houses lack-
ing roof insulation, storm windows, and storm
doors, also are substandard, while substandard
housing is only 3 percent of all housing.14 This
problem is discussed in more detail in chapter 7
because it greatly affects the implementation of
the weatherization program. For buildings with
basic deficiencies these must often be corrected
before or during a basic energy retrofit. Primary
windows must be repaired or replaced before
storm windows will perform the function of cre-
ating an air barrier to block heat transfer. The
roof may be repaired as it is being insulated.

Interactive Effects Among Retrofits
Are Site Specific

Savings from individual retrofits can be esti-
mated by careful testing of retrofits one-at-a-
time, When combined into packages, however,
the savings from the package will be different
from the sum of the savings from the individual
retrofits. If retrofits are installed as a series the
savings contributed by each will depend on
how many retrofits have been already installed.
For these reasons, cumulative savings for an in-
dividual building must be estimated for that par-
ticular building taking into account the package
of retrofits or series of packages of retrofits that
the owner wishes to install. An auditor cannot
possibly compute in advance cumulative sav-
ings from all the possible combinations of retro-
fits so that the owner may choose among them,
but must get some input from the owner on his
preferences first.

Some of the most important interactive effects
are described below. In a few cases interactive
effects may actually increase energy savings
from a package of retrofits over what savings are
available from individual retrofits. More often,
the impact of interactive effects is to reduce sav-
ings below the simple sum of the individual ret-
rofits in the package.

Measures That Act on the Same Feature of
the Building Envelope Will Combine To Save
Less Than the Sum of Each Alone. For example,
window insulation will save less if storm win-

. —
I ~AndreaSSl,  et al,,  The /mpac(  of Resdent/a/  Energ\  COn$umP-

tmn on HouwhcJd~,  the Urban Institute, Washington, D. C., June
1980. A more complete discussion of this data can be found in
ch. 5.

dews are already reducing heat loss through a
building’s windows. Wall insulation, attic in-
sulation, and storm windows, on the other
hand, all improve resistance to heat loss (and
cooling loss) of different features of a building
envelope and savings of these should be addi-
tive.

Measures To Improve Mechanical System Ef-
ficiency May Have a Mutually Reducing Effect.
Replacing the burner, for example, with a more
efficient burner will increase combustion effi-
ciency and reduce the amount of heat going up
the stack. If a stack heat reclaimer is installed
after the increase i n burner efficiency it wiII save
less because there will be less stack heat to re-
claim. A vent damper on the other hand should
not be so affected by an increase in burner effi-
ciency because it prevents heat loss up the line
when the burner is not firing.

Improving the Building Envelope Efficiency
May Decrease the Seasonal Efficiency of the
Heating System. If better insulation reduces the
heating load of the building, the boiler or fur-
nace will operate less time each day in order to
heat the building. This reduces the overall effi-
ciency of the heating system because of heat
loss while the system is off and because more
fuel must be used to fire up a cold boiler or fur-
nace than a hot one. A combined retrofit pack-
age that can achieve more savings than the sum
of individual retrofits would downsize a heating
system to match the new more efficient load. If
the heating system was oversized before (as is
frequently the case) this package will both re-
duce the load and increase the efficiency of the
equipment,

Domestic Hot Water Measures May Reduce
Each Others’ Effects. Flow controls and storage
insulation reduce the hot water load which in
turn reduces the effect of an efficiency impro-
ving measure like a vent damper.

Improved Lighting Efficiency May Increase
the Heating Load and Reduce the Cooling
Load of a Building, Inefficient lighting due to
either excessive illumination for the tasks in-
volved or excessive wattage for the illumination
required (such as happens when incandescent
lights are used instead of fluorescent lights) will
give off more heat than efficient lighting.
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A careful energy audit will take all these fac-
tors into account when recommending an opti-
mum package of retrofits. An audit that does
not, may recommend acceptable retrofits but
not a package that will produce the most sav-
ings for the money as a group.

Unpredictability of Savings From
Building Retrofits

There is ample evidence that energy savings
from retrofits to buildings on average are likely
to be significant and cost effective, However,
savings are unpredictable for particular build-
ings. This characteristic of building retrofit con-
cerned many building owners interviewed for
the analysis of building owner motivation in
chapter 4. While this situation should improve
with the maturity of retrofit technology and
practice, the site-specific nature of building ret-
rofit described above will make it difficult, for
example, to achieve the predictability of gas
mileage performance for different models of
automobile. The reasons for this situation are
described below.

Poor Documentation of Retrofit Results. De-
spite considerable theoretical analyses and
thousands of audits, there is still very little docu-
mented information on the results of actual ret-
rofits on different types of buildings. In the big-
gest survey of documented retrofits to date,
Howard Ross and Sue Whalen collected energy
savings and retrofit information on 222 build-
ings.15 Only 65 of these buildings had complete
—. —--—

15The 19 Sma I Ier surveys of bu i Id i ngs from which data was com-

piled for this study included: 1 ) 21 public schools retrofitted for
the Maine Advancement Programs; 2) 14 office buildings included
in the total Energy Management Research Report by NECA and
NEMA; 3) 11 office buildings for which data was provided by
Hagler,  Bailly  & Co.; 4) 15 buildings owned by the State ot New
York; 5) 7 office buildings for which data was provided by Flack
and Kurtz of New York City; 6) 9 bul Id i ngs for which data was pro-
vided by EBASCO Services, Inc. of New York City; 7) 10 buildings
owned by Ohio State University; 8) 10 school buildings analyzed
i n Savfng .Sc/Joo/ House Energy sponsored by the American Assn.
of Schools Administration; 9) 10 buildings owned by the State of
New Jersey; 10) 80 schools monitored by the Buffalo Board of Edu-
cation; 11) 24 community buildings for which data was collected
by the Columbia Association of Columbia, Md.; several other
reports on individual buildings. From: “Conservation progress in
Commercial Buildings. ” Bullcifng  Errerg} Use Comp//atmn  and
Ana/ys/s: Part C. Howard Ross and Sue Whalen, unpublished
report. May 1981 (revised August 1981) to be published i n Energy
and Bu//d/ngs  Magazine, Lansanne, Switzerland.

information to allow a full cost benefit analysis.
The distribution of building types is scarcely
representative of urban building types. Over
half the buildings are schools, and about a fifth
are large office buildings. There is only one
shopping center, one multifamily building, one
small office building, and four hotels. There are
no small stores or department stores (see table
25).

Individual private retrofit efforts for such
buildings as restaurants, retail store chains, and
supermarkets have also been documented but
the results are considered proprietary and are
not available for use by other building owners.
Data beyond the Ross and Whalen survey have
also been assembled by Lawrence Berkeley Lab-
oratory and by a group analyzing 40 building
reporting retrofit results i n the Energy User
News. Data from these sources also are very
skimpy on retrofits to multifamiIy buildings and
to small office buildings and stores.16

Available Data on Retrofits Show Energy
Savings are Variable and Unpredictable, The
Ross and Whalen data confirm the general pre-
dictions of theoretical analyses of energy retro-
fits to buildings as a group. The results of their
survey are shown in table 26. The survey also
shows, however, that savings vary greatly from
building to building including a significant prob-

16H, P. Misuriello and R. M. Bily,  Jr., “A Study of Actual Metered
Energy Savings for Energy Conservation Retrofit Measures Re-
ported for Commercial Buildings., ’ April 1981, cited in Hirst,  op.
cit., A. H. Rosenfeld,  et al,, Comrmw /a/ Bu//dlng Retroi/f  Surve}
draft September 1980.

Table 25.—Documented Energy Savings by Type
of Commercial Building

Site Source

Average Average
percent of Sample percent of Sample

Building category savings size savings size
Elementary . . . . . . . . . . . . 24°/0 72 21 % 72
Secondary . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 38 28 37
Large office . . . . . . . . . . . 23 37 21 24
Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 13 17 10
Community center. . . . . . 56 3 23 18
Hotel , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 4 24 4
Corrections. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4 5 4
Small office . . . . . . . . . . . 33 1 30 1
Shopping center. . . . . . . . 11 1 11 1
Multifamily apartment. ., 44 1 43 1

SOURCE: Ross and Whalen, “Building Energy Use Compllatlon  and Analysis—
part C: Conservation Progress in Commercial Building,” draft, May
1981 (revised August 1981),
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Table 26.-Summary of Findings From Survey of
Commercial Building Retrofits

Savings b including 22 failed
retrofits . . . .

Savings excluding failed
retrofits . . . . . . . . .

Electricity savings . . . . . . .
Fossil fuel savings. . . . . . . . .
Average cost of retrofit . . . . .

Sample
Average Range a size

190/0 1.5-36,5% 195 C

22 % 7 - 3 7 % 173
80/0 156

28°/0 151
$0.65/ft 2 $0.13-$1.17/ft 2 77

awlthln one standard deviation
bprlmary  energy  lncludlng energy used to generate eleCtrlCltY
CExC(UdeS bullcilngs for which  primary energy savings could not  be estimated

SOURCE “Bu\ldlng Energy Use Compllatlon and Analysls—Part  C, Conserva.
tlon Progress [n Commercial Bulld!ngs  “ Draft Howard Ross and Sue
Whalen May 1981. and Off Ice of Technology Assessment

ability of increased energy use. Further the
survey shows that savings also vary substantially
from what was predicted for those buildings for
which predictions are available. The specific
findings of the study are as follows:

On average, retrofits saved considerable
energy and were low in capital cost. —Savings
for 173 buildings out of a subsample of 195
buildings with decreases in energy use following
the retrofit averaged 22 percent of preretrofit
energy use. For almost 90 percent of the retro-
fits, the cost of the retrofit could be recovered in
a 3-year payback or less17 (see fig. 32).

On the other hand, savings were very variable.
Twenty-two of the 195 buildings failed to save
any energy at all following a retrofit and some
actually increased their energy use. The ex-
perience of the buildings that did save energy
ranged from a low of 7-percent savings to a high
of 37-percent savings.

Actual savings differed considerably from pre-
dicted savings. A set of 60 buildings out of the
full sample had some information on predicted
savings as well as actual savings. One group
within the 60—a set of 18 community centers
from Columbia, Md.–illustrates the variation
from predicted to actual savings. For this group
actual savings on average were only 85 percent
of predicted savings. Six buildings had higher
savings than predicted while 12 had lower sav-
ings. Savings ranged (within one standard devia-
tion) from 80 percent less than predicted to 50

1 ~he Ross and Whalen results are reported for  different sample
sizes out of the 222 buildings in order to get consistency of data.

Figure 32.—Simple Payback Period

N = 65 (does not include 3 buildings which failed to save)
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SOURCE Ross and Whalen, “Buildlng Energy Use Compilation and Analysls—
Part C: Conservation Progress In Commercial Building, ” draft, May
1981.

percent more than predicted. Several other
groups described by Ross and Whalen experi-
enced equal or more savings than predicted. A
group of Maine schools had predicted 5-year
paybacks, for example, and achieved 3-year
paybacks. On the other hand, actual savings for
the nine school buildings retrofitted by the
American Association of Schools Administration
were far less than predicted by computer simu-
lation. An analysis of the poor retrofit perform-
ance was done for each school, and identified
errors in selecting retrofits, installing them and
maintaining them afterward. I n one school, for
example, maintenance personnel allowed a
blown steam trap to remain in service, although
a new one would have paid off in weeks. Apart
from these 60 buildings reported on by Ross and
Whalen, OTA found no study comparing actual
to predicted savings.

Many buildings gradually increased their sav-
ings in the years following the retrofit, but some
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decreased their savings. Out of 15 buildings with
more than 1 year of data on energy savings fol-
lowing the retrofit, 9 buildings increased their
savings following the retrofit, but 6 buildings de-
creased their energy savings over time.

Retrofits were limited to simple, cheap and
we//-known measures. Improvements in oper-
ations and maintenance and lighting measures
(including delamping) were the most frequent
retrofits (see fig. 33). Only 76 buildings or about
one third of the total installed more complex
and expensive retrofits to the mechanical
system or windows, or installed insulation or

energy management systems. No buildings in
the survey had installed some of the more “in-
novative” retrofits described earlier in the chap-
ter—night insulation, passive solar additions,
waste heat recovery systems or automatic day-
Iighting control systems. It was not possible to
draw any conclusions on the relative effective-
ness of individual measures from the survey. It is
evident that owners are cautious in their choice
of retrofits and are sticking to those that are both
inexpensive and well known.

Improved Data Should Increase the predict-
ability of Building Retrofit Up to a Point. lm-

Figure 33.—Categories of Completed Retrofits: Summary of
Commercial Building Retrofits
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SOURCE: Ross and Whalen, “Buildina  Energy  Use ComMatlon  and Analvsis—Part  C: Conservation Progress
in Commercial Building,” d~aft,  M~y 1981, “
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proved data of several kinds would certainly im-
prove the predictability of savings from building
ret refits.

improved data on the results of individual
retrofits. While there are now substantial data
on savings from installing the more common
retrofits such as energy management systems,
there are still very little data on actual installa-
tions of some of the most effective retrofits iden-
tified in testing and computer simulation such
as: night insulation for multifamily buildings or
heat pump hot water heaters replacing electric
resistance hot water heaters.

Improved data on the results of retrofit
packages. These data would result from system-
atic retrofit of categories of buildings with simi-
lar uses, sizes and mechanical systems. Multi-
family buildings are one category of buildings
for which there are almost no data on system-
atic retrofits. Technical data could be obtained
from retrofits of condominiums, which appear
to be more likely than other multifamily types to
be retrofit.

Data on actual savings compared to pre-
dicted. Systematic studies of actual savings com-
pared to savings predicted in an energy audit
should be able to identify categories of retrofits
for which savings tend to be overestimated and
those for which savings are usually underesti-
mated. A carefuI examination of the reasons for
differences in actual savings could identify
categories of retrofits which are particularly
susceptible to errors in installation or subse-
quent maintenance.

There is a limit, however, on the precision
with which data can be gathered to improve the

predictability of energy savings for particular
buildings. The limit arises out of the site-specific
nature of building retrofit described above. In
collecting data on retrofit results for a group of
buildings an analyst must:

●

●

●

●

Allow for differences in the combinations
of retrofits which will affect the behavior of
individual retrofits due to the interactive ef-
fects described above.
Allow for differences in hours of occupancy
and vacancy among the buildings.
Allow for weather conditions if the data are
from several years. This is especially true
for any solar retrofits for which hour-by-
hour data are often necessary.
Take into account the impact of very site-
specific retrofits described above, such as
blocking thermal bypasses or recovering
waste heat from cooling equipment.

By the time these factors have been taken into
consideration the analysis has become very
complex and the power of generalization from
large numbers has been reduced.

OTA’s conclusion is that predictability of
building retrofit could certainly be increased
through improved data beyond the fragmentary
data available in 1981. However, a certain
amount of variation in actual savings from that
predicted by a retrofit will probably always be
characteristic of building retrofit, and this vari-
ability will have an impact on the motivation of
those building owners, especially smaller build-
ing owners whose financial situation does not
allow them to absorb risk. (These are discussed
in ch. 4.)

IMPLICATIONS FOR RETROFIT OF BUILDINGS IN CITIES
This analysis of the systematic and site-specific plicable to buildings in general, wherever they

nature of the retrofit of buildings has some im- may be located,
placations for the actual practice of building
retrofit in cities through private enterprise and Energy Retrofit Business
public programs. This section summarizes some
observations about the nature of large-scale One of the reasons why actual building ret-
retrofit in cities, some of which is also ap- rofits have lagged behind the identification of
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ample opportunities for retrofit (as described
earlier in the chapter) is that the energy retrofit
business, as a business, is still in the process of
organization. Although some parts of the busi-
ness—such as home insulation and energy man-
agement systems for large buiIdings—have con-
siderable track records by now, it still is difficult
to find a single place for the owner of an existing
building to go to for advice and action. There
has been a lot of talk about a “one-stop” type of
organization that would serve such a need in
the private sector. Why are there so few now? A
partial answer is that retrofit of a building is
complex. A building’s energy ailments must be
diagnosed first, then cost-effective solutions
proposed, then the retrofit work must be per-
formed. Retrofits may affect almost every aspect
of a building: structure, hot water, lighting, and
mechanical system. Such a task may require a
set of building services that is almost as complex
as that used to construct the original building.

For small buildings, especially frame build-
ings, the most cost-effective retrofits will be in-
sulation and improvements in window efficien-
cy. This requires little more than light carpentry
skill but is demanding work to organize and
maintain of high quality. Insulation crews often
work in semiaccessible places; it takes care to
see that gaps in insulation are avoided and
peculiar structural features in the walls are
taken care of. Such work is difficult to stream-
line; it is exceedingly labor intensive. Separate
companies often specialize in window retrofits
and insulation.

A separate specialty is developing in the
retrofit of small buildings—solar specialist.
Active solar domestic hot water heating is an
enterprise requiring carpentry, and licensed
plumbing and electrical work. passive solar
retrofit requires carpentry skills that are upward
extensions of the skills currently in use by in-
sulation and storm window contractors, but
which are not typically in the portfolio of those
organizations. The current trend has been
toward further disaggregation of the small
building retrofit industry as contractors
specializing in renewable retrofit start up prac-
tices without regard to the lower technology

conservation work. This may change as more
people come to understand the benefits of com-
bining conservation retrofits with active or
passive solar retrofits.

Many retrofits to the mechanical systems are
cost effective even in small buildings and these
cannot usually be performed by insulation con-
tractors with carpentry skills. A retrofit contrac-
tor usually must subcontract out the installation
of a new burner, hot water heat pump, vent
damper, or modulating aquastat. Some natural
gas utilities and larger fuel oil dealers maintain
service departments which perform these func-
tions. otherwise, they are carried out by me-
chanical system specialists in furnaces, boilers,
and air-conditioners. A few retrofits can be
done directly by the small building owner, such
as installing a clock thermostat or faucet and
shower flow controllers.

In the retrofit of larger buildings, the full range
of building trades (including sprinkler system
specialists for roof sprays), gets involved. With
the higher intensities of lighting and inherent
wastefulness of many of the HVAC systems in-
stalled on larger buildings, this study has shown
the tremendous cost effectiveness of a much
broader range of retrofits on larger buildings
than on smaller ones. Large buildings have
more complex central plants, and require more
highly trained and experienced people to retro-
fit them. In addition, retrofit of the distribution
portion of the heating and cooling system is lim-
ited to insulation of pipes and ducts for small
buildings, whereas specialists are needed in
large buildings who can change ventilation set-
tings, install outside air controls, or make the
switch from a terminal reheat system to a vari-
able air volume distribution system. Work on
the lighting system is much more intense in
larger buildings, and electricians are required to
make the shift to task lighting, or change over
incandescent fixtures to fluorescent or sodium
vapor. Large buiIdings often have engineers or
maintenance personnel with skills enough to
perform the simpler retrofits themselves.

Offsetting all this large building complexity is
the fact that envelope retrofit plays a much
smaller role except in major renovations. In ad-
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dition, the construction industry which caters to
the large building is as a whole much more used
to packaging diverse construction operations
under a single general contract. Therefore, the
large building is much more likely to be system-
atically retrofitted than the small one, even
though the job requires higher skill levels.

Problems and Opportunities of
Urban Retrofit

The construction business in urban areas has
always operated differently than in rural areas.
What particularly is different about retrofitting
in the city?

Because of the high proportion of relatively
old buildings in urban areas, a lot of retrofit can-
not occur at all without a certain amount of
restorative work occurring first. For instance,
people working in weatherization programs in
our cities are familiar with having to patch holes
in walls before performing the wall insulation
itself. This characteristic of urban buildings
(discussed more extensively in ch. 5) tends to in-
crease costs of retrofit above those presented in
this report, which consider only the costs of the
retrofit itself, not those of any repair which may
be necessary beforehand.

What makes a city a city is its density. Urban
density can result in economies of scale, but
high density a/ways drives up construction costs
associated with access problems. The kinds of
economies of scale that can result from high
density include reduced travel time to any given
retrofit site, an important cost consideration for
many small retrofit jobs, for which travel is a
large percentage of total job costs. For any step
prior to retrofit, such as a sales call, an estimat-
ing visit, or an onsite energy audit, costs of
travel are an even larger fraction of the total cost
of the activity. Access problems associated with
urban construction sites include increased
travel times and parking fines caused by streets
congested with either traffic or snow, difficult
ladder access because ladders must rest on an
adjacent property or a public sidewalk, and
tremendously increased costs associated with
accessing any kind of exterior retrofit location
above ladder access level. The retrofitter install-

ing storm sash, calking, replacement sash, wall
insulation, or any other envelope retrofit meas-
ure above the third floor has the choice of erect-
ing scaffolding or disturbing the occupants of
the building. Either tactic adds cost to the job.

The opportunity for renewable retrofit is dif-
ferent in cities. There are plenty of masonry-
walled structures appropriate for passive solar
retrofit strategies, and acres of flat roofs
available for the mounting of active solar collec-
tors or small wind energy conversion devices.
On the other hand, urban buildings may be so
close together that they shade one another’s
sun or obstruct one another’s wind.18 In addi-
tion, urban particulate pollution degrades col-
lector efficiency more rapidly than in relatively
unpolluted locations. Vandalism, or the threat
of vandalism, discourages any solar retrofit that
will place a breakable panel, passive or active,
within stone’s throw of the street.

There is more crime in urban areas. This in-
creases the cost of doing retrofit business by
raising insurance costs, both for retrofit vehicles
and equipment and for the business location
itself. In addition, vandalism can degrade the
performance of more than just solar collectors.
Heating and air-conditioning thermostats, storm
windows, and reflecting trim are also subject to
intentional damage, with the resultant elimina-
tion of the energy savings these improvements
were designed to cause.

Urban Retrofit: Mass Production or
Custom Work?

Based on the results of this report, can a gen-
eral set of retrofit measures be confidently rec-
ommended for a given building type without
further site analysis of actual individual build-
ings? The results suggest that it would be tempt-
ing to do this, but a poor risk.

It is attractive to consider that retrofit could be
performed without site-specific consideration in
the form of an energy audit. The total cost of
retrofitting urban buildings is not just the cost of

I aAn an Jly51S  Of hours  of exposure to su nl Ight for  build Ings of d If-
ferent  helght~  In Boston 1~ described in Shapiro, op. cit.

. 1, -1, 1, - - . - : I
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the construction service itself, but also the cost
of the energy audit. Depending on how close
the energy audit comes to being a construction
estimate that the retrofitter can work from, the
energy audit can make up 2 to 10 percent of the
typical cost of retrofit. Avoiding some of this
cost would help. Some “class action” retrofit
occurs now in the form of two Federal pro-
grams, “no cost/low cost” and the Residential
Conservation Service (RCS). “No Cost/Low
Cost” recommends a set of conservation meas-
ures without hesitation in a brochure that uni-
formly recommends the same action to a home-
owner in Minneapolis as it does to a home-
owner in Los Angeles. This is possible because
the improvements recommended, such as flow
restrictors for shower heads and faucet aerators
are so cheap that it is practically impossible for a
poor recommendation to be made. Domestic
hot water usage is almost completely independ-
ent of climate, and even if a homeowner
doesn’t heat the home’s domestic hot water at
all, water bill savings are sufficient to pay for
flow restrictors in less than a year. Besides, the
first flow restrictor comes with the “No
Cost/Low Cost” brochure anyway. This is not to
say that “No Cost/Low Cost” is completely in-
capable of causing a homeowner to make a
mistake, that is to invest money foolishly. For
example, the program recommends that the
temperature cutoff on hot air furnaces be ad-
justed downward to make the most of the heat
contained in the furnace itself. A certain num-
ber of people are going to pay a serviceperson
to come to their homes to make the tempera-
ture adjustment only to discover that the adjust-
ment has been made. The designers of “No
Cost/Low Cost” find this an acceptable risk, and
rightly so. Far more money would be wasted
having energy auditors tell people whether their
hot air furnaces needed adjustment than just go-
ing ahead and adjusting them.

RCS is a partial “class action” program.
Under RCS, energy auditors visit homes, collect
site-specific data, and then make projections of
cost and fuel savings that may accrue from the
implementation of a variety of individual
measures, from small wind energy conversion
systems to weatherstripping. This makes sense,
because it is foolish to make a blanket recom-

mendation of window weatherstripping, regard-
less of the severity of the heating or cooling
climate, unless the condition of the existing
prime window and storm window (if any) is
known. But RCS is by no means a program cus-
tomized to each home. The regulations that
have governed RCS specify that the auditor shall
make estimates of cost and savings for a limited
set of energy-conserving measures.19 Flame re-
tention oil burners are included, but modu-
lating aquastats are not. Under the original RCS
regulations, as long as a home audited under
RCS has an oil burner that is not of the flame
retention variety, the auditor must make an
estimate. No matter how appropriate the home
is for installation of a modulating aquastat on
the hot water space heating system, the auditor
may not take any recommendations for it
(unless the particular state in which a home is
located has applied for, and secured approval
to consider that energy-conserving improve-
ment). So for RCS, some judgments were made
in advance of the promulgation of the program
as to which energy-conserving improvements
were sufficiently applicable to make their con-
sideration a cost-effective use of the energy
auditor’s time. Implicit criteria included com-
mercialization of the measure (it had to exist in
the marketplace, and there had to be evidence
that a fair number of people were in business
who could reliably install the measure), as well
as evidence of energy-conserving performance.
Under regulations proposed in the winter of
1981 which would extend the RCS concept to a
Commercial and Apartment Conservation Serv-
ice it was recognized that commercial buildings
and apartment buildings are far more varied
than small houses. The regulations required
only five measures to be evaluated for every
building and a much longer list of measures to
be considered for evaluation if appropriate.20

There is sufficient predictability of applicable
measures by building type to support a RCS-
type program (whether Federal, State, or utility
directed) for buildings other than single-family

lsThe rigidity of these regulations was reviewed by the Reagan

administration and new more flexible regulations have now been
issued (see ch. 9).

Zoproposed Regulations for Commercial and Apartment Conser-

vation Service, February 1981.
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houses in which onsite auditors are asked to
consider certain kinds of measures for certain
building types. The predictability of retrofits, on
the other hand, is not universal or consistent
enough to justify a “No Cost/Low Cost” style
program for larger buildings. For instance, for
climates in cities like Buffalo, nearly half of
the energy-conserving measures considered fall
into the category of low capital cost under the
assumptions used for these calculations. But
variations specific to individual buildings will be
sufficient to cause some of these measures to be
of moderate capital cost compared to savings.

There are other powerful reasons for making
onsite judgments even after a particular set of
retrofit measures have been identified as usually
physically applicable and potentially cost effec-
tive when applied to a particular building type.
The advantages of onsite auditing are that the
auditor can properly account for the special
conditions of use and of building condition
when considering a measure or measures for
recommendations, and also when making esti-
mates of costs and savings. Trained auditors are
able, in their examination of the building itself
and of the way in which the building is used, to
account for:

● Special conditions of use. —These include
unusual hours of operation, portions of the
building unused during particular times of
day or season, portions of the building
which can be zoned to different tempera-
ture ranges, and usage patterns allowing
cutoff of domestic hot water to lavatories.

● Long-term strategy for the building. —Many
retrofit strategies often depend on what
future remodeling plans are in the works
and certainly influence the owners’ level of
spending.

● Esthetic consideration. —Many envelope,
lighting, and renewable retrofit measures
have major effects on the appearance of
the building. Only an auditor at the site can
tell if the owners are willing to live with a
passive solar wall collector on the front of
their building.

● Site-specific conditions affecting costs and
savings. —There is no such thing, even for a
given building type in a given location, as a

●

standard per square foot price for attic in-
sulation. Many RCS audit procedures cur-
rently mislead building owners by present-
ing relatively uniform costs for attic insula-
tion, whereas site-specific conditions such
as required access and ventilation can in-
fluence cost by a factor of 50 percent, and
site-specific conditions such as air leakage
into the attic or amount of ventilation pro-
posed can influence projected savings by a
similar amount. only an onsite auditor has
the ability to make the judgment calls that
are essential to deliver a responsible level
of accuracy to the owner.
Optimum package of retrofits. –Taking into
account the interaction among retrofits, an
auditor can come up with an optimum
package for that building which might in-
clude, for example, recommendations on
down-sizing of equipment to accommo-
date a better insulated building envelope.

Thus, this report does lay some important
groundwork for anyone considering a retrofit
program for a single building or entire group of
buildings by providing concrete lists of retrofit
measures worth consideration for particular
combinations of building types and climates.

Beyond this, however, “class action” retrofit,
or retrofit without detailed site analysis, is to be
avoided because of the individual variation,
both in costs and in savings, that occurs as the
result of site-specific conditions. Lastly, if audits
are to be performed at the site, their computa-
tion methods must make fewer approximations
than those made in the algorithms in this report
in order to be marginally more accurate than
the projections given here.

Retrofit, Rehab, or Demolish?

Each prospective building owner or devel-
oper picks one of four strategies when consider-
ing a property for acquisition: do nothing,
repair, rehab, or demolish. With the addition of
energy costs to the factors to take into account
in this strategic decision, the question is
changed only slightly: do nothing, retrofit,
rehab, or demolish?
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The advantages of retaining the basic struc-
ture of an urban building are increasing, and
range from historical significance to architec-
tural quality to the avoidance of skyrocketing
new construction costs. The financial factor is a
key to all development decisions, and, from the
energy point of view, the developer must exam-
ine the energy element of the projected oper-
ating statement of a building with new respect,
and must attempt to answer two difficult ques-
tions: 1) How low can energy costs be brought
before major rehab is required? 2) How low can
energy costs be brought, even after major
rehab?

This report shows that some buildings in some
climates have far higher potential than others.
Consider, for example, a developer in a city
with a climate like Buffalo’s who is looking at
two small commercial properties that are equal
except that one is of frame (cavity) wall con-
struction, the other of clad-wall construction.
The buildings are roughly similar in energy effi-
ciency; neither is insulated to begin with, but
the developer must rehab the clad wall at far
greater cost than he can retrofit the frame (cav-

ity) wall to achieve the same improvement in
energy efficiency. Sooner or later, if the only
buildings available to developers can be made
energy efficient only at very high costs, demoli-
tion will occur more frequently.

This report cannot consider a critical factor in
the decision to demolish or rehab, which is the
energy efficient qualities given a building at the
time it was built, which no amount of retrofit or
rehab can change. Those “hereditary” qualities
can change drastically on the same site accord-
ing to the structure’s built-in characteristics,
notably, surface-to-volume ratio and orienta-
tion. Buildings that can profitably absorb large
amounts of retrofit, but which were poorly sited
and which have very complicated shapes, may
never approach the low levels of energy con-
sumption which are possible with reasonable
investment in new construction. And on the
other hand, buildings that are well sited and
whose shape approaches that of a cube may
well be capable of being retrofitted to lower
levels of energy consumption at far less total
cost, than a building constructed from scratch
on the site.

Table 3A.—43 Building Types for Which Retrofit Lists
Were Developed

Mechanical Mechanical
Size and use Wall type system type Size and use Wall type system type—

Small residential Cavity . Air ● Decentralized
(2,000 ft2) . Water Ž Complex reheat

. Decentralized Clad ●  A i r
Masonry ●  A i r ● W a t e r

. Water ● Decentralized
● Decentralized ● Complex reheat

Moderate residential Cavity ●  A i r Large commercial Masonry ●  A i r
(15,000 ft2) . Water (100,000 ft2) . Water

● Decentralized ● Decentralized
Masonry ●  A i r ● Complex reheat

● W a t e r Clad ●  A i r
● Decentralized ● W a t e r

Clad ●  A i r . Decentralized
● W a t e r Ž Complex reheat
. Decentralized Large residential Masonry ●  A i r

Moderate commercial Cavity ●  A i r (100,000 ft2) ● W a t e r
(15,000 ft2) . Water ● Decentralized

● Decentralized Clad ●  A i r
● Complex reheat ● W a t e r

Masonry ●  A i r ● Decentralized
● W a t e r— — -  — — —— —  — — — — — — — —

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.
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Table 3B.—Retrofits Assessed by Office of Technology Assessmenta

Costs and
savings of
retrofit not

Retrofit applies specifically
only to: analyzed by OTA

Envelope retrofits
Roof/attic insulation
Wall insulation
Storm Windows
Replacement double glazing
Window and door weatherstripping
Window insulation
Reflective insulation
Shading devices
Roof sprays

Mechanical system retrofits
Replace burner and controls
Replace boiler/furnace
Install vent damper
Stack heat reclaimer Water systems
Replace electric resistance heater with

heat pumps Decentralized
Boiler turbolator Water systems
Modulating aquastat Water systems
Setback thermostats
Enthalpy control/economizer Air systems
Replace room air conditioners Decentralized
Replace central air conditioning Air systems
Vary chilled water temperature
Convert terminal reheat to variable air

volume Complex reheat
Reduce ventilation volume Air systems
Evaporative cooling system
Replace air-cooled condenser with water

cooled
Fog cooling (evaporator coil spray)
Insulate ducts Air systems
Insulate pipes Water systems
Two-speed fan motors Air systems
Adjustable radiator vents Water systems x
Reduce orifice size on furnace/boiler x
Install multifuel boiler x
Whole house fan x
Condenser coil spray x
Chiller bypass system

Hot Water Retrofits
Summer domestic hot water boiler
Flow control devices
Insulate hot water storage
Vent damper on heater
Hot water heat pump

x

Refrigeration heat reclaim for hot water x

Lighting retrofits
— —.—

Replace incandescent light with
fluorescent

Install fluorescent hybrid lamps
Use low wattage task lighting
Use high-efficiency fluorescent lamps
Maximize use of daylighting x

Solar retrofits
Solar hot water heater
Active solar combined space and hot water
Sunspace/greenhouse
Glaze masonry wall (trombe)
Add wall panel without storage
Add glazing without storage but with

night insulation
Add glazing with storage but without

night insulation

aEach retrofit IS described In appendix

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment
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Table 3C.—Characteristics of the 12 Building Types
(as determined for analysis of retrofit measures)

Building
type Size Walls Roof Windows

Single-family
detached

Single-family
masonry
rowhouse

Small frame
apartment
house

Small masonry
apartment
house

Small clad wall
apartment
house

Small clad wall
commercial
building

Small masonry
commercial
building

Small clad wall
commercial
building

Large masonry
commerical
building

Large clad wall
commercial
building

Large masonry
apartment
house

Large masonry
clad apartment
house

2,000 ft2

2 stories

2,000 ft2

2 stories

15,000 ft2

18 apartment
units, 3 stories
15,000 ft2

18 apartment
units, 3 stories
15,000 ft2

18 apartment
units, 3 stories

15,000 ft2

3 stories

15,000 ft2

3 stories

15,000 ft2

3 stories

100,000 ft2

8 stories

100,000 ft2

8 stories

100,000 ft2

8 stories,
150 apartments
100,000 ft2

8 stories,
150 apartments

“Cavity” wood
frame with wood
or brick siding
Brick or stone
bearing walls,
two walls
attached
Wood frame with
wood or brick
siding
Brick or stone
bearing wall

Prefabricated
masonry panels
attached to
metal frames
Wood frame with
wood or brick
siding
Brick or stone
bearing wall

Prefabricated
masonry panels
attached to
metal frames
Brick or stone
bearing wall

Prefabricated
masonry panels
attached to
metal frames
Brick or stone
bearing wall

Prefabricated
masonry panels
attached to
metal frame

   .  Wooden, peaked
roof with
attic
Flat or slightly
pitched with
crawl space

Flat wooden
roof

Concrete slab
roof

Concrete slab

Flat wooden
roof

Concrete slab

Concrete slab

Concrete slab

Concrete slab

Concrete slab

Concrete slab

Wooden,
double hung

Wooden,
double hung

Wooden,
double hung

Wooden,
double hung

Metal frame,
double hung

Wood frame,
double hung

Metal frame,
double hung

Metal frame,
commercial
casement
windows
Metal frame,
double hung

Metal frame,
commercial
casement

Metal frame,
residential
casement
Metal frame,
residential
casement

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment,
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Table 3D.—Assumptions About the Mechanical System Types Used in OTA’s
Analysis of Retrofit Cost Effectiveness

(see illustrations of mechanical systems in chapter text)

Air systems
Basic system modeled Variations in retrofit options for other systems

Heat ● For gas-fired burners. Some retrofits save
Single zone without reheat. Oil-fired fewer Btus (vent dampers) because less
burner cycles in response to single heat escapes up the flue.
thermostat. ● Variable air volume (VAV). Systems without

Cooling reheat are somewhat more energy efficient.
For small and moderate size buildings a Some retrofits save fewer Btus on VAV
direct expansion (DX) split system. For systems than on single zone system.
large buildings a reciprocating chiller
making chilled water. Outside air is
used for cooling and ventilation only for
commercial buildings.

Complex reheat systems
Basic system modeled Variations in retrofit options for other

Heat
Single duct terminal reheat system. Air .
is circulated to all zones at the
temperature required by the zone with
the least heat requirements and then .
heated at zones with higher heat re-
quirements by a terminal coil with hot
water or steam from a central oil-fired .
boiler. Outside air is used to cool the
return air (at room temperature) down
to temperature required by the zone
with the least heat requirement. ●

Cooling
Air is circulated at the temperature re-
quired by the zone with the most cool-
ing requirement and then reheated to
meet the temperature requirements of
other zones.

reheat systems
For gas-fired boilers. No difference in
retrofit cost effectiveness except that
resulting from lower fuel cost.
Dual-duct systems. Hot and cool air are car-
ried in different ducts and duct insulation
might be more effective.
Multizone and variable air volume (VAV). Are
more efficient. Thus, the same retrofits to
these systems would be somewhat less cost
effective.
Terminal reheat provided by electric
resistance heater. Converting to variable air
volume would be even more cost effective.

Water/steam systems
Basic system modeled Variations in retrofit options for other systems

Heat ●

Single zone hot-water baseboard radia-
tion with single water temperature set-
point. Boiler cycles in response to
single space thermostat and circulation
pump responds to system water
temperature.

Cooling ●

Window or wall air conditioners con-
trolled room-by-room (coefficient of per-
formance 1.8).

●

Systems with steam radiators. Pipe insula-
tion would be more important for the higher
temperatures. A steam pressure reset would
be used instead of a modulating aquastat to
relate temperatures inside the boiler to
those outside (hotter temperatures inside
for colder temperatures outside).
Two-pipe fan coil and induction systems.
Use various methods to heat air in each
zone from the centrally-heated water or
steam. If each zone has a thermostat
multizone setback thermostats may be ap-
propriate.
Four-pipe fan coil and induction systems.
Circulate centrally-chilled water as well as
hot water or steam. The heating retrofits
identified by Office of Technology Assess-

—— ment would apply to the heating system.
Decentralized systems

Basic system modeled Variations in retrofit options for other systems
Heat ● Systems with all-electric wall units pro-

Electric resistance baseboard radiation vialing heating and cooling. Retrofits will be
which cycles in response to room ther- the same in cost effectiveness for a
mostats, combination window unit with the same

Cooling coefficient of performance as the room air
Window or wall air conditioners (coeffi- conditioner. If the wall unit takes in a large
cient of performance 1.8). amount of outside air retrofits will be more

cost effective.
. Gas space heaters. No difference in building

envelope retrofits except for that resulting
from lower fuel cost. A retrofit to improve
the efficiency of the space heaters (e.g., by
installing high-efficiency room-sized pulse
boilers) would substitute for retrofits to im-
prove the efficiency of electrical systems.


